SUMMARIES OF SOME TYPICAL RTI APPLICATIONS – 2005-08
Extracted from RaaG assessment of RTI applications – 2005-08
Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

AP/ANA/REV
/2007/AT/ENG/78
AP/ANA/REV/2007
/AT/ENG/73

081

1.

Particulars of land of a person (name given ) - survey report, area,
extent etc.

108

2.

AP/ANA/REV/2007
/AT/ENG/75
AP/ANA/REV/2007
/AT/ENG/76

39

3.

Asking for documents relating to appointment of a person(name
given ) like copy of application form , education qualification,
certificates etc.
Asking for the survey report of the applicant’s house site, by the
Tahsildar.

208

4.

AP/ANA/REV/2007
/AT/ENG/77

100

5.

AP/ANA/REV/2007
/AT/ENG/80

330

6.

AP/ANA/REV/2007
/AT/ENG/81

184

7.

AP/ANA/REV/2007
/AT/ENG/83

39

8.

Information Being Asked for

Information relating to the various land assigned in the area, the
revenue for them , the list survey numbers , and information
stating whether the land being govt. land or not
Copy of necessary particulars relating to the case against a person
(name given) for illegal transportation of sand from Penna river
bed at Kalluru- Pamidi.
Information relating to land possessed by a person (name given)
with full particulars like sy Nos., extent, location etc and the
reasons for the delay in the issuance of pattedar passbooks.
Information Regarding the amount of compensation paid to the
property holder (name given) for the land by the government and
a copy of the award relating to the low payment which has been
made.
Adangals of the various sy. Nos. for dry land given by the applicant
in Nagarur village in 1997-1998 and 2005-2006.

1

Name of State/District.
AP-Andhra Pradesh/ ANA- Anantapur; NAL-Nalgonda; VIS-Vishakhapatnam.
ASS-Assam/ DIB-Dibrugarh; KA- Karbi Anglong; NAL- Nalbari
CEN-Central Government;
DEL-Delhi;
GUJ-Gujarat/ KUT-Kutch ; MEH-Mehsana ; NAR-Narmada
KAR-Karnataka/ BIJ-Bijapur ;DK-Dakshina Kannada; HAV - Haveri
MAH-Maharashtra/ AUR- Aurangabad; RAI- Raiad; YAV-Yavatmal
MEG-Meghalaya/ WKH- West Khasi Hills; SGH-South Garo Hills ; RB-Ri Bhoi
ODI-Odissa/ DEO – Deogarh; KAL-Kalahandi ; KEN-Kendrapara
RAJ-Rajasthan/ DUN- Dungarpur; JHU- Jhunjhunu; KAR- Karauli
UP-Uttar Pradesh/ AZA - Azamgarh; BIJ- Bijnor ; JHA- Jhansi
WB-West Bengal/ BUR - Burdwan; CB - Cooch Behar, UD - Uttar Dinajpur
Name of Public Authority.
DDA-Delhi Development Authority; DGFT-Directorate General of Foreign Trade; MEA-Ministry of
External Affairs; MOC-Ministry of Culture; MOCO – Ministry of Commerce; MOEF-Ministry of
Environment and Forests; MOF-Ministry of Finance; POL-Police; PWD-Public Works Department;
RD-Rural Development; REV-Revenue; RLWY-Railways; WCD-Women and Child Development;
Languages: BNG-Bengali; ENG-English; GAR-Garo; GUJ-Gujarati, HIN-Hindi; JAI-Jaintia; KAN-Kannada;
KHA-Khasi; ORI-Oriya; TLG-Telugu;
1

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

AP/ANA/REV/2007
/AT/ENG/84
AP/ANA/REV/2007
/AT/ENG/85
AP/ANA/REV/2008
/AT/ENG/74
AP/ANA/REV/2008
/AT/ENG/79

91

9.

70

10. Details of cinema theatre licences in various mandals in anatapur
district from April 2004 to march 2007.

36

11. Particulars relating to the flood damage compensation for house
collapse with the list of beneficiaries, from 2005 to 2008.

99

AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/330
AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/332
AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/334

80

12. Information relating to the various assign land in the mandal, the
revenue for them, the list of the members of the land, survey
numbers. List of beneficiaries.
13. Copy of complaint made by one person (name given) against HDFC
for fraudulent practices.

AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/335
AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/337

50
120

60
160

AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/338
AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/340

105

AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/342

125

AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/343
AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/344

100

AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/345

110

AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/346

80

AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/347

100

400

223

Information Being Asked for

Certified copy of the proceedings passed by the revenue officials in
1985 for a particular land in Chandana village.

14. Inspection of documents and copies of files relating to a case he
filed with the Police, reference number given.
15. Copies of registers maintained by the Police Department from 1406-2005 to 18-06-2005, copy of list of prisoners in the same
duration.
16. Copies of rules and regulations for plying and parking of heavy
duty vehicles for the cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad.
17. Copy of information relating to status of action taken on his
previous letter relating to a criminal case he filed, decisions,
orders, file notes, and so on. He also asks for the progress of his
letters, names and designations of officials responsible for delay,
and time frame within which his request would be handled.
18. Whether the Department of Police has sanctioned any permits for
the construction of a shopping complex in Hyderabad.
19. Information related to a case his client filed; copy of the
correspondence between the Police and the other party, reason
for delay in answer to the Savarkundla court.
20. List of names, designations, contact addresses, telephone
numbers, email addresses etc. of PIOs, APIOs and Appellate
Authority in the Department.
21. Copy of police and special permissions granted to a particular
Bar/Restaurant.
22. Details of challans issued against government servants, public
servants, two-wheeler, light motor vehicles, details of police
vehicles with respect to pollution tests, reasons for not enforcing
the laws of wearing a seatbelt and wearing a helmet etc.
23. Reasons and considerations for according a Shell Petroleum branch
a no-objection certificate, in spite of the width of the road being
less than the stipulated width.
24. Copy of the immigration application of an individual, and if her
flight details, date/time etc. mentioned in the application are
correct or not.
25. Names and addresses of people mentioned on rowdy sheets for
the last six months, how many sheets have been closed and on
what grounds.
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

AP/HQ/POL/2006/
SG/ENG/348
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/331

70

26. Reasons and grounds on which a rowdy sheet has been opened
against an individual, name mentioned.

75

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/333

50

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/336

225

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/339
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/341

55

27. Asking about the status of his previous RTI application, in spite of
the DGP having instructed all SPs to furnish the information, there
is a delay.
28. If the Department has received any complaints regarding the
violation of directions from the Election Commission of India,
specific details mentioned.
29. Copy of file related to his application to extend the validity of his
arms licence to all over India, action taken against the people
responsible for the 'intentional delay', and the time frame within
which he would receive the licence.
30. Whether a suspect sheet in the name of one individual has been
opened and if yes, the reasons for the same.

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/349

120

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/350
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/351

130

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/352
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/353
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/354
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/359
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/360

130

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/361

50

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/362
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/363
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/364

70

75

70

Information Being Asked for

31. List of complete address, with details of ownership, of each
restaurant and bar, pub and eating house with a capacity of
seating more than 50 persons.
32. Number of rowdy/suspect sheets opened in Hyderabad and
Secunderabad, numbers that were closed in the last two years,
reason for continuing it despite absence of criminal case.
33. Status of application for an arms licence, along with a copy of the
station report done by the area Police Inspector.
34. Copy of government order wherein the use of helmets and car seat
belts are made compulsory. Also asks if there is any other
community that wears religious headgear (besides the Sikh) who
are exempt from this order.
35. Copy of the petition filed by his sister's husband, along with the
enquiry report.

90

36. Total number of government employees in the State government,
along with service-wise and category wise distribution.

100

37. Number of employees recruited in the State government in the last
three years, along with tabulated service-wise, category-wise data.

450

38. Certified copies of FIR, enquiry report and suspension order
(number given) against an inspector, name given.

40

120
10

39. Total number of police employees working with the State Police
department, and total number of Muslims working with the State
Police.
40. Total number of cases filed against smoking in public places for the
last six years, list of public areas where smoking has been
prohibited, and whether there is any proposal to file cases against
offenders.
41. Status of progress in the case he filed against Weizmann Homes for
cheating/stealing, and details of action initiated.
42. Copies of FIR and final reports into the incidents of police firing in
self-defence leading to injuries to/death of a suspected criminal.
43. Copy of his salary certificate of March 1998.
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/365

60

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/366
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/367
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/370

75
60
460

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/371

130

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/372

165

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/373
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/374
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/375

30

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/376
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/378
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/379

Information Being Asked for

44. Whether the District Magistrate has been notified about the
veracity of his arms licence, with respect to request for
verification. If yes, he also asks for a copy of correspondence with
the DM.
45. Copies of a petition addressed to the Home Minister, issued by the
Kacheguda Police (date given).
46. Inspection of documents related to a specific case. Reference
number and supporting files given (annexure missing).
47. Reason for delay in renewing his arms licence, list of all cases after
March 2006 of arms licence renewal and copies of all documents
regarding his case.
48. If there are any rules about police officials having to work more
than eight hours a day, and who is to be approached when they
work 12 hours a day.
49. List of names of students who lost their lives due to ragging in
Hyderabad and Secunderabad, during the years 1993-1998, status
of the cases and names and particulars of culprits, along with the
details of action taken by the college and University authorities.
50. Copy of complaint lodged against him, with respect to the
“genuinity” of awarding him his doctorate.

150

51. Copy of proceedings related to the sales of food items in theatres
at MRP rates.

50

52. Copy of directions passed by the Commissioner of Police to the
Joint Commissioner in file no. 1432 to transfer specific cases, of
which numbers given.
53. Details of action initiated with respect to his complaints against an
individual in the last two years.

60
25

54. Issuing of police number in connection to random deduction from
his pay slip in 2006.

600

55. Number of complaints received where a citizen was threatened for
requesting information under the RTI act, number of cases for the
same, details of any other cases that citizens might have faced
while using the RTI Act.
56. Five copies of FIR regarding a case he filed, his statement recorded
by a Sub Inspector and statements of witnesses, his medical
certificate.
57. Which public authority is responsible for issuing arms licences,
number of arms licences holders in Andhra Pradesh. He also asks if
it is true that many arms licences holders are involved in criminal
activities/cases.
58. Daily progress made on his previous application, which officer it
reached on what date, names and designations of officials who
were supposed to take action on the application, what action
would be taken against these officials, and time-frame within
which his work would be done.
59. Number of recovered and unclaimed laptops with the entire State
Government.

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/381

750

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/382

50

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/383

80

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/384

90
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/385

170

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/386
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/387

120

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/388

70

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/389
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/391

45

280

510

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/392
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/393
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/394
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/395
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/398

110

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/399
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/400
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/401

50

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/402

150

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/403

60

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/404

90

Information Being Asked for

60. Copies of full enquiry reports in connection with his case that was
closed without informing him. Reason for closing the case and not
informing him. He also requests to reopen the case.
61. Wheteher they need to take any police licences and permits in
order to run a recreation club
62. Names and addresses of cable TV operators, functioning in the A.P.
circle, who have been accused/charged with flouting copyright
laws and the Cable Act.
63. Complete details of criminal proceedings pending under Section
498-A/406 of the IPC in the state, where one or more accused is an
NRI or works abroad.
64. Particulars of traffic violations and types of offences booked and
the fines imposed, from April 2006 to October 2007.
65. Copy of request by Municipal Corporation of Hyderabad
Authorities for police protection, name of authorities responsible
for demolitions, copy of rules under which the police has the right
to give protection, status of a case he filed against an individual.
66. Details of expenditure on the occasion of Ganesh Idol Immersion
with respect to generators, vehicles, electricity etc.

590

67. Copies of statements of two individuals in the context of a case
filed against him.

165

68. Names and addresses of two individuals he believes are 'fictitious'
aliases created by an individual in order to sell/buy properties.

650

69. Copies of all records in the context of a case filed against him,
which he claims is a false case.

450

70. With respect to the erection of an illegal gate, he asks if the police
can seize it or not, and if so, under which section. Requests the
Police to spring into action, and if the police cannot interfere, why
not.
71. Requesting a copy of enquiry reports of specific cases where he
gave a statement, numbers given.

30

72. Copy of documents related to details of his pay fixation, along with
increment, dated 11-08-1999.

55

73. Detailed information regarding the total number of foreign
students staying in Hyderabad on student’s visa during 2004-2007
with nationality.
74. Details of arrival in India of a Korean national, who was allegedly
staying and running businesses in India illegally. Copies of
documents submitted by him after entering India.
75. Requesting the responsible official to provide the detailed
particulars available in the e-challan section of the office, with
respect to a two wheeler (licence plate number given).
76. Total number of history sheeters/rowdy sheeters in each police
station in Hyderabad and Secunderabad, with detailed particulars,
as well as total number of Muslim rowdy sheeters. Also asks for
total number of individuals/organisations who hold arms licences.
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/405
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/406
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/407

205

77. Number of traffic incidents that have occurred during Jan-2006 till
date at four major junctions (names mentioned).

40

78. Number of accidents that occurred at nine different places, names
mentioned.

200

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/408

85

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/409

50

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/410

60

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/411

35

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/412

200

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/413
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/414
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/415
AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/416

45

79. Copies of two reports submitted by the Traffic Police officers in the
case of providing a no-objection certificate to the construction of a
Hindustan Petroleum retail outlet, in spite of them not having
fulfilled the requisite norms. Also asks for the basis of providing an
NOC.
80. Total amount collected in the form of penal fee by the Traffic
Police, in the last 3 years, along with year wise and
commissionerate wise details. Purpose for which the collected
amount is utilised.
81. Copies of letters (references given) received by the officer, with
the remarks of the DCP, and a copy of his representation, with
respect to a case filed against him.
82. Details regarding number of police challans done from 2005-till
date in Hyderabad/Secunderabad for traffic rules violations like
not wearing a helmet/seat belt.
83. Asks if it is illegal to provide sex education to adults over the age of
21. If yes, under what sections is it illegal and copies of the
relevant sections of the law?
84. Asks for the name and designation of officer to whom one has to
apply for a police clearance certificate, time frame of obtaining it,
what fees are required etc.
85. Certified copies of the rules and regulations related to, and the
entry timings of, heavy goods vehicles into the city of Hyderabad.

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/417

80

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/418

110

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/ENG/419

120

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/HIN/355

50

Information Being Asked for

40

86. Copy of the appointment order by which he was appointed as a
police constable.

60

87. Copies of all documents furnished by the organiser of Utsav Mela
in Secunderabad.

75

88. Pay scale in the year 1998 and the date of increment in the year
1998, in connection with his allegation that he is getting less pay
than his juniors.
89. If it is true that the Hyderabad police takes action against
government institutions that commit crimes, but not private
institutions. Also asks about the status of her FIR against ICFAI
University.
90. His wife died at Image Hospital in 2004, and her post-mortem was
conducted under an FIR, with respect to which he has got no
information even though three years have passed. He asks for the
progress on the FIR.
91. Copies of existing licence and special permits for the last six
months issued to a particular bar/restaurant that he states has
been flouting rules and regulations.
92. Fill in proforma pertaining to the status of different criminal cases,
complaints and actions taken against administrative officers, police
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

AP/HQ/POL/2007/
SG/HIN/380

200

AP/HQ/POL/2008/
SG/ENG/356
AP/HQ/POL/2008/
SG/ENG/357
AP/HQ/POL/2008/
SG/ENG/358

30

AP/HQ/POL/2008/
SG/ENG/368
AP/HQ/POL/2008/
SG/ENG/369

officers, and judicial officers in Andhra Pradesh during the year
2006.
93. Requesting the Commissioner of Police to look into the matter of
arrests made and innocents killed on false charges of their
involvement with the 2006 bomb blast.
94. Criminal status of each of the candidates listed, as per the records
(Annexure missing).

600

95. Copy of FIR/cases filed against the Managing Director of Forests
India Limited from 2000 to 2008 in the State.

200

96. Number of murder cases that are still unsolved, in the last ten
years, names and designations of the police officers responsible for
investigations these murder cases.
97. Certified copies of the memo issued to him, along with copies of all
documents cited therein.

35
175

AP/HQ/POL/2008/
SG/ENG/420

75

AP/NAL/POL/2007
/AT/ENG/86
AP/NAL/POL/2007
/AT/ENG/87
AP/NAL/POL/2007
/AT/ENG/88

64
36
230

AP/NAL/POL/2007
/AT/ENG/89

36

AP/NAL/POL/2007
/AT/ENG/91
AP/NAL/POL/2007
/AT/ENG/92
AP/NAL/POL/2007
/AT/ENG/94

217

AP/NAL/POL/2007
/AT/ENG/95
AP/NAL/POL/2008
/AT/ENG/93

56

AP/NAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/98

Information Being Asked for

242
77

150

30

98. Requesting the Police Commissioner to make and submit a special
note in order to rectify an erroneous charge sheet against an FIR
(number given).
99. Names, ages, addresses and crime numbers of persons treated as
Rowdy Sheeters, criteria by which a person is treated as a rowdy
sheeter and if there is any review in this case
100. Detailed report of recovered and unclaimed laptop computers all
over Hyderabad state
101. Who are arms issuing authority, No. of arms license holders and
their criminal records in Andhra Pradesh state.
102. Details including name and address of complainant who have
been threatened for filing RTIs and details of accused ,action taken
against the accused of the complaint or case filed in Andhra
Pradesh since 2005
103. Information sought in regard to No. of cases filed against smoking
from past 6 years in Andhra Pradesh and the proposal to file such a
case with the list of no-smoking areas .
104. Copies and list of FIRs relating to a company's management
employees (name given )for judicial proceedings
105. Names, designation and contact nos. of APIOs, PIOs, IAS, IPS, IFS,
DIGs, SPs, DSPs, District collectors of the Andhra Pradesh state.
106. List of persons recruited in government departments in ANDHRA
PRADESH in the last three years till the date of application along
with seats occupied by SC/ST.
107. Illegal encroachments of govt. land by CPI AND CPM in Andhra
Pradesh - data, how many vacated or removed or are still pending.
108. No. of unsolved murder cases, no. of cases pending along with the
officials responsible for the same no. of such cases referred to CBI.
Data needed for last 10 years.
109. Finance details of Grants and loans sanctioned from mahila
samakya to manda mahila samokya and from manda mahila
samokya to Mandal vikalangula sangram
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

AP/NAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/99

55

AP/NAL/RD/2007/
AT/ENG/100

45

AP/NAL/RD/2007/
AT/ENG/97
AP/NAL/RD/2008/
AT/ENG/101

154

AP/POL/2005/AT/E
NG/102
AP/POL/2007/AT/E
NG/103
AP/POL/2007/AT/E
NG/104
ASS/DIB/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/190

48

Information Being Asked for

110. Proceedings of allotment of work, resolution copy by the
committee which has been allotted work by MP of Nalgonda
(name given) and nomination letter of MP.
111. Particulars of administrative sanctions for Eidgah work by MP
(name given) and amount of payment of bills through R&B dept.
for the work
112. Detailed copies of data relating to Velugu village project like waste
land development activities, horticulture activities , monetary
benefits with list works sanctioned to people under different heads
113. Year wise funds and expenditure by MP under the MPLAD scheme,
amount allotted to SC, ST areas, copy of monthly progress reports.
From 14th Lok Sabha till 31st December 2007 .
114. Police enquiry report on cashew factory in Jillelapudi village

110

115. Latest position on Issuance and status of non-bailable warrant
against a person (name given).

208

116. particulars relating to death benefit amount after the applicants
son's death under various heads

60

ASS/DIB/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/191

75

ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/199

50

ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/200

50

ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/201

50

ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/202

50

ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/203

50

ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/204
ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/205
ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/206
ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/207

80
145

117. List of schemes/works of DRDA, budget allocations, achievements,
funds received, progress reports, cash memos, file notings, etc.,
from 2004-2007
118. All details of development works undertaken in Lahwal and
Panitola development blocks from 2006-2007 and amount spent
on each of the two blocks
119. Rates of tea bushes, basis of compensation calculation and details
of consideration of compensation calculation, wrt specific land
acquisition cases.
120. Rates of tea bushes, basis of compensation calculation and details
of consideration of compensation calculation, wrt specific land
acquisition cases.
121. Rates of tea bushes, basis of compensation calculation and details
of consideration of compensation calculation, wrt specific land
acquisition cases.
122. Rates of tea bushes, basis of compensation calculation and details
of consideration of compensation calculation, wrt specific land
acquisition cases.
123. Rates of tea bushes, basis of compensation calculation and details
of consideration of compensation calculation, wrt specific land
acquisition cases.
124. Present status of their petition to make necessary orders in order
to start the rehabilitation process for their tea estate.
125. Complete details of proposal to build road in Dibrugarh, along with
total amount sanctioned, time frames, allocations etc.

40

126. Copies of specific page numbers of file and order, numbers
mentioned.

90

127. Copies of two specific letters, related to the Revenue department

8

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/208
ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/209
ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/210
ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/211
ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/212

780

ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/213

210

ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/214

210

ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/215
ASS/DIB/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/216

50

Information Being Asked for

128. Asking for grounds on which their news channel, NETV, was
refused permission to live telecast the Gas cracker project

55

129. Copies of file notings and order related to a land acquisition case.
Number given

45

130. Certified copy of the complaint/petition filed by four people,
pending for decision before the ADM. Number given

60

131. Copy of enquiry report on a Seva Samiti in the district

180

225

ASS/DIB/REV/2008
/SG/ENG/217
ASS/DIB/REV/2008
/SG/ENG/218
ASS/DIB/REV/2008
/SG/ENG/219

110

ASS/DIB/REV/2008
/SG/ENG/220

500

ASS/DIB/REV/2008
/SG/ENG/221
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
05/BT/ENG/138
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
06/SG/ENG/154
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
06/SG/ENG/155
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
06/SG/ENG/156

50

50
120

132. Asking for complete records of the enquiry report on the Seva
Samiti. Also asks for missing annexures in the document, and the
missing portion of land records, supplied in response to first RTI
application (SG/211)
133. With reference to fees submitted by him for a consent order, he
asks for the reason for delay, the date by which he will receive the
letter and the officials responsible for the delay.
134. With reference to fees submitted by him for a consent order, he
asks for the reason for delay, the date by which he will receive the
letter and the officials responsible for the delay.
135. Copies of nominations of Panchayat elections filed by a particular
individual, name mentioned.
136. Amount paid for specific land acquisition cases, copy of notice
given to tea estate families, copy of agreement between the
families and the Garden authority and present status of the show
cause Notice issued to Garden authorities
137. Copy of enquiry report against a nurse at the Central Jail in
Dibrugarh pertaining to an Assam Human Rights Council case.
138. Copies of three different letters, specific numbers mentioned
139. When the Krishnamurty Formula (to calculate basis for according
compensations) was formulated, and the basis of its calculations.
Also asks for the assumptions made in order to calculate
compensation.
140. Details of accounts and allocations and expenditures under
Member of Parliament Local Area Development Scheme, with
special focus on the year wise details of expenditure for SC/ST
areas. Also asks for copies of monthly progress reports
141. Copy of sale deeds, on specific dates, with names of people
mentioned.

100

142. Copy of the enquiry report against the complaint filed by her on
her husband.

335

143. Asking for the status of his application to get a duplicate pistol
licence, after the expiry of his first licence.

760

144. Copy of documents related to his promotion as IPS officer; orders
of up gradation, selection grade documents etc.

65

145. Fill in proforma about complete information regarding cases
registered under the Prevention of Corruption Act and action
taken against offending officers in the last 20 years.

9

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
06/SG/ENG/162
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
06/SG/ENG/175

50

146. Fill in proforma about class/caste details of various positions in the
police departments

175

147. Status of a complaint filed with the police, and list of names of
police officials who received the complaint but did not act upon it,
reasons for long delay in the progress of investigation
148. Total no. of police personnel in the country and the
perks/facilities/insurance/concessions/pre and post-retirement
benefits provided to them. Information sought in electronic copy.
149. Information regarding action taken on the complaint filed by the
applicant against some police officers.

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/BT/ENG/139

80

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/BT/ENG/140
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/BT/ENG/144
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/BT/ENG/145

200

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/BT/ENG/146

120

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/BT/ENG/147
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/BT/ENG/148

100

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/157

90

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/158

50

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/159

100

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/160

50

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/161

100

50
150

150

Information Being Asked for

150. District-wise list of all licensed arms and ammunition dealers and
manufacturers in Assam.
151. Number of posts of DIG is lying vacant in Assam as on 1-6-2007.
Number of posts of DIG in the Assam segment of AssamMeghalaya IPS cadre been upgraded to higher ranks, number of
IPS officers gone on central deputation and absorption of police
officials in Assam after their return from central deputation.
Information sought for a period of five years.
152. The applicant is Addl. Superintendent of Police and seeks
information pertaining to his case- on which date complainant cum
prosecuting witness appeared before the EO and made his
deposition. Whether he sought any security coverage for his
deposition and whether any security coverage was provided to
him.
153. Basis of granting arms license to IAS officer and details to seek if
the same has been granted to a particular officer and his wife.
154. Whether any action has been taken on his petition in respect of
grant of exemption from passing Departmental Examination and
confirmation in the APS Cadre? And if the petition is in process for
action then what approximate time period will be necessary to
dispose the petition?
155. Whether any action has been taken in accordance with the SC
directives in a Sept 2006 case, and copy of gazetted notification in
case directives have been put into place
156. Whether any action has been taken in accordance with the SC
directives in a Sept 2006 case, and copy of gazetted notification in
case directives have been put into place, along with all steps taken
for police reform
157. Whether any action has been taken in accordance with the SC
directives in a Sept 2006 case, and copy of gazetted notification in
case directives have been put into place
158. Whether any action has been taken in accordance with the SC
directives in a Sept 2006 case, and copy of gazetted notification in
case directives have been put into place, along with all steps taken
for police reform
159. Whether any action has been taken in accordance with the SC
directives in a Sept 2006 case, and copy of gazetted notification in
case directives have been put into place

10

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/163
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/164

30

160. Copy of list of PIOs and APIOs along with office addresses in police
districts covering all districts of Assam

450

161. Requesting a response to the RTI application to furnish reports
related to Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe reservation
category appointments.
162. Furnish reports related to Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe
reservation category appointments in all departments in Assam
state
163. Status report on his previous RTI application for order of grant of
subsistence allowance

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/165

550

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/166
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/173
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/174

50
80
420

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/176

250

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/177

135

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/ENG/178

175

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/HIN/170

500

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
07/SG/HIN/171

500

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
08/BT/ENG/142
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
08/SG/ENG/167
ASS/HQ/HOME/20
08/SG/ENG/168

80
75
110

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
08/SG/ENG/169

110

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
08/SG/ENG/172

360

Information Being Asked for

164. Asks for the total salary and wages of one Mr. Anil Mallick, who is
her husband.
165. As an IPS officer, he lists his grievance of not getting promoted and
asks for minutes of enquiry meeting into the same, copy of the
order by the Govt. of Assam initiating enquiry against other IPS
officers his contemporaries and file notings of the same
166. He is a Police officer under suspension for being allegedly involved
with a kidnapping/extortion case. He asks on which dates and what
opinions were sought by the officials representing him on an
enquiry and whether his recent representation was entertained
167. Numbers of ex-cadre posts of DIG and above in existence in Assam
in 2007, along with names of incumbents; permissible limit on
numbers of ex-cadre posts, and whether the Govt. has made any
moves in order to increase the number of ex-cadre posts
168. As an SP, he asks about his promotion to the rank of DIG, and the
reasons for delay in the same, dates of likely promotion and details
of all positions of DIG lying vacant since 2006
169. List of complete details of registered cases under the Prevention of
Corruption Act, along with specific details of penalties and
punishments levied upon offending officers.
170. List of complete details of registered cases under the Prevention of
Corruption Act, along with specific details of penalties and
punishments levied upon offending officers.
171. Whether the applicant is appointed under Assam Police Act and if
he is authorised to perform certain duties or not.
172. Asking why he hasn't gotten a response even after two RTI
applications were filed (SG/166)
173. As an ex-serviceman in the Assam Police Border, he asks if he is
appointed under the Assam Police Act 1861 and if he is authorised
to perform the Security/VVIP duties or not?
174. As an ex-serviceman in the Assam Police Border, he asks if he is
appointed under the Assam Police Act 1861 and if he is authorised
to perform the Security/VVIP duties or not?
175. Asks for the state of his application for the compassionate
appointment of Junior Assistant; who else was appointed on
compassionate grounds in the department (with details) and
whether his own case was considered.
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
08/SG/ENG/179

110

ASS/HQ/HOME/20
08/SG/ENG/180

110

ASS/HQ/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/3
ASS/HQ/RD/2006/
SG/ENG/141

426

ASS/HQ/RD/2006/
SG/ENG/142

260

ASS/HQ/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/143
ASS/HQ/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/144
ASS/HQ/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/145

110

ASS/HQ/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/146

100

ASS/HQ/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/147

85

ASS/HQ/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/148
ASS/HQ/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/149
ASS/HQ/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/150

310

ASS/HQ/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/151
ASS/HQ/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/152

210

ASS/HQ/RD/2008/
AT/ENG/1

83

ASS/HQ/RD/2008/
AT/ENG/2
ASS/HQ/RD/2008/
AT/ENG/4

266

120

145
75

Information Being Asked for

176. As an ex-serviceman in the Assam Police Border, he asks if he is
appointed under the Assam Police Act 1861 and if he is authorised
to perform the Security/VVIP duties or not?
177. As an ex-serviceman in the Assam Police Border, he asks if he is
appointed under the Assam Police Act 1861 and if he is authorised
to perform the Security/VVIP duties or not?
178. All the information under SECTION 4 of the RTI act for DRDA,
Silchar
179. Copy of the monthly progress report of the National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act 2005 for the month of June 2005, for
all districts of Assam
180. All information under Section 4. Copies of memos, cash memos,
receipts, pay rolls, master rolls, contracts and similar documents
for 10 specific development schemes and programmes
181. Requesting to inspect documents of suspension case of an office
peon in Nalbari.
182. All information about vacancies of the post of Accountant in
Development Block
183. Accounts for the year 2006-07 for various development works,
details of sanctioned works for the year 2007-08 and details of
PMGSY scheme in Karimganj distt
184. Details of accounts of implementation of Hariyali scheme, details
of 'jetropha seeds' purchases by the government, copy of tender
document of the purchase
185. Details of how many funds have been released to every DRDA in
SGRY, SGSY, IAY schemes, cheque release registers, draft numbers,
cheque numbers etc.
186. Status of her application for the post of Gram Sevika in the DRDA,
appeared for in 1996.

750

187. Details about allotment of funds and release of funds for the SGRY
by the Government of Assam.

125

188. Names of candidates who passed in the Gram Sevak/Sevika exams
in 2005, along with their marks obtained. District wise vacancies,
total marks allotted for viva
189. Details of action taken on a complaint against the principal of a
college in Shivsagar district, veracity of his doctorate degree

125

60

190. Details and copies of documents related to direct appointments
made of Grade III and IV post in the Heads of the Department
Government of Assam since 1988
191. Monthly remuneration, facilities for Panchayat officials and their
families . When does the office of the new elected officials become
effective? Can the officials hold another office of profit salary at
the same time?
192. the number of Panchayat / community halls presently existing in
Assam and the size of these halls
193. Total allocation of budget, All documents relating to release of
funds to RD, list of funds released to various yojnas with sanction

12

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ASS/HQ/RD/2008/
AT/ENG/5
ASS/HQ/RD/2008/
AT/ENG/6
ASS/HQ/RD/2008/
AT/ENG/7

64

ASS/HQ/RD/2008/
SG/ENG/153
ASS/HQ/REV/2006
/SG/ENG/130

70

ASS/HQ/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/124
ASS/HQ/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/126
ASS/HQ/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/128
ASS/HQ/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/129
ASS/HQ/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/131

Information Being Asked for

nos. and cheque nos. and guidelines specifying the utilization of
fund. Along with progress report
194. Staff status report of zilla parishad and the no. of posts filled and
vacant from panchayat wing

91

195. Amount of fund released for various schemes and materials
supplied to RD in 2001-2002 to 2006-2007

52

196. All office records and documents of note-sheets including enquiry
reports from date of suspension date 12-09-2003 to date of
dismissal 16-7-2007
197. Detailed list of the BPL families in the state, along with the method
used to prepare the BPL list.

145

80
180

198. Names of 57 citizens from Bihar who were killed in Assam,
addresses of dependents to whom compensation is paid, date of
payment of compensation.
199. Year in which land in Khanapara was acquired by the Government
200. To pass information ordered by the Assam State Information
Commission, relating to the appointment of Sub-Registrar

30

201. Copy of recommendation letter of then Additional Chief Secretary
with regard to a land settlement case.

100

202. Copies of order passed in mutation cases mentioned specifically.

240

203. Names of Non-Assamese people killed in Jan 2002, their
professions and native places. Copy of documents showing total
amount of compensation declared, list of FIRS filed by the
Government relating to these killings.
204. Names and addresses of educational institutes/societies/trusts etc.
that have been allotted land at concessional rates to run a school,
along with copies of lease deeds
205. Papers and file notings containing details of offences leading to his
suspension as Sub-Registrar.

ASS/HQ/REV/2007
/SG/ENG/135

50

ASS/HQ/REV/2008
/SG/ENG/125
ASS/HQ/REV/2008
/SG/ENG/127

140

ASS/HQ/REV/2008
/SG/ENG/132

160

ASS/HQ/REV/2008
/SG/ENG/133
ASS/HQ/REV/2008
/SG/ENG/134

100

ASS/KA/PWD/2007
/SG/ENG/192

85

550

120

206. Percentage of SC population in each state and Union Territory,
details of schemes devised to benefit SC families, lists of
beneficiaries of the same
207. Complete information pertaining to the internally displaced
people's camps in Assam, how many camps were set up, and when
they were set up. She also asks for the names and numbers of
people living in each camp.
208. Details of funds allocated by state and central Governments for
maintenance and upkeep of IDP camps from 2005-2008
209. Asking for healthcare, food, shelter, sanitation and education
facilities available at the IDP camps, list of children living in IDP
camps enrolled in schools, lists of schemes launched by the
government.
210. Fill in proforma about details of SC/ST employees in 122
departments under the Government of Assam, along with copies
of SC/ST certificates of each employee.
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ASS/KA/PWD/2008
/BT/ENG/136

40

ASS/KA/PWD/2008
/BT/ENG/137

40

ASS/KA/RD/2007/
BT/ENG/478

370

ASS/KA/RD/2007/
BT/ENG/479
ASS/KA/RD/2007/
BT/ENG/480

80
300

ASS/KA/RD/2007/
BT/ENG/481
ASS/KA/RD/2007/
BT/ENG/484
ASS/KA/RD/2007/
BT/ENG/485
ASS/KA/RD/2008/
BT/ENG/482

300

ASS/KA/RD/2008/
BT/ENG/486

60

ASS/KA/RD/2008/
BT/ENG/487

60

ASS/KA/RD/2008/
BT/ENG/488

70

ASS/KA/RD/2008/
BT/ENG/489

140

ASS/KA/RD/BT/EN
G/483

220

ASS/KA/REV/2007/
BT/ENG/133

200

Information Being Asked for

211. Estimate copies of work undertaken under the R.S.V.Y, P.M.G.S.Y,
12th Finance Commission in Hamrein, Umpanai and Baithalangso,
PED (R&B) division.
212. Detailed expenditure report of Hamrein, Umpanai and
Baithalangso, PED (R&B) divisions under the head Account, repair
& maintenance.
213. List of all projects done through development block of Karbi
Anglong, funded by DRDA Karbi Anglong, detail list of NREGA, year
wise and block wise expenditure made, copy of financial
statements and correspondences, schemes with sanctioned
amount etc.
214. Flood control under DRDA scheme- scheme details, expenditure
details, copies of cheques disbursed.
215. The overall developmental schemes undertaken and implemented
by Sr. BDO under NREGA/AREGS for the financial year 2005-06 and
2006-07. - Number of villages covered, houses covered, job card
issued, list of beneficiaries, copy of muster rolls etc.
216. Number of Panchayat/community halls presently existing in Assam
along with their locations, the size of the hall.

60

217. Total funds allocated to Socheng Development Block and list of
beneficiaries thereof.

60

218. Total block wise funds allocated under various schemes and
projects.

220

219. Information regarding centrally sponsored DRDA scheme executed
in Balipathar Shan Goan- total amount sanctioned, IAY
beneficiaries, SGSY beneficiaries, schemes executed under NREGA,
antodaya, annapurna beneficiaries etc.
220. Information on sanction of IAY list of Lumbajong dev. block during
two financial years and also number of houses completed year
wise.
221. Information on sanction of IAY list of Bokajan and Nilip block
during two financial years and also number of houses completed
year wise.
222. Allocation of fund, utilization and implementation areas of NREGA,
IAY, IWDP and SGSY for three financial years. List of beneficiaries
also requested.
223. Information on project work in Deithor- what is the nature of
work, date of beginning, if the project is under state or central
govt. or KAAC, list of free solar panels sanctioned for the district,
list of beneficiaries etc.
224. Information regarding centrally sponsored DRDA scheme executed
in Balipathar Shan Goan- total amount sanctioned, IAY
beneficiaries, SGSY beneficiaries, schemes executed under NREGA,
Antodaya, Annapurna beneficiaries etc.
225. Particulars of transfer of land from tribal to tribal, non-tribal to
non-tribal and non-tribal to tribal. Whether the land transfer is still
going on or is it banned as per the Executive Instruction (date
given).Details of land transfer from 2007 till date and the list of
people who requested for the transfer of land.
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ASS/KA/REV/2008/
BT/ENG/132
ASS/KA/REV/2008/
BT/ENG/134
ASS/KA/REV/2008/
BT/ENG/135

60

Information Being Asked for

226. Copy of survey report of the enquiry conducted by the public
authority on the applicant's request.

100

227. Give details of wrong allotment of the land bearing Dag No. 26,27
and 32 in village Khatkhati Bongrung from the year 1974 till 2008

1140

228. Name and total number of departments under the administrative
control of KAAC and NCAHC. Area of land in each district of Karbi
Anglong and N.C. Hills. Area of plains, actual hills. Area of
integrated cultivation land covered. Budgets, Salary break-up,
Work allocation pertaining to the above mentioned dept., ratio of
flow of fund of hill budget between KAAC and NCHAC. Information
sought in electronic form and in the given format.
229. Details of Supplementary Nutrition Programme and other schemes
in the district, with project wise details and list of materials
supplied by the contractors.
230. Fill in proforma about details of SC/ST employees, reservation
category registers and names and addresses of SC/ST employees

ASS/KA/WCD/2007
/SG/ENG/316

50

ASS/NAL/POL/200
6/SG/ENG/319
ASS/NAL/PWD/20
07/SG/ENG/137
ASS/NAL/PWD/20
07/SG/ENG/138
ASS/NAL/PWD/20
07/SG/ENG/139

60
60

231. Status of case made against government officials for negligence.

60

232. Status of case made against government officials for negligence.

180

ASS/NAL/PWD/20
07/SG/ENG/140

350

ASS/NAL/RD/2007
/SG/ENG/103
ASS/NAL/RD/2007
/SG/ENG/104
ASS/NAL/RD/2007
/SG/ENG/106
ASS/NAL/RD/2007
/SG/ENG/107
ASS/NAL/RD/2008
/SG/ENG/105

120

ASS/NAL/REV/200
7/SG/ENG/108
ASS/NAL/REV/200
7/SG/ENG/109
ASS/NAL/REV/200
7/SG/ENG/110
ASS/NAL/REV/200
7/SG/ENG/111

180

80
100

233. Numbers of vacancies in all categories of all departments, number
of backlogs against Scheduled Caste in all departments and related
information
234. Complete details of all RTI applications received by the
department, details of first appeals, if any penalty has been
imposed on PIOs who fail to supply the information and so on
235. Lists of beneficiaries of Indira Awas Yojana housing Scheme, year
wise financial allotment for the same.
236. Copies of documents of DRDA relating to SGSY schemes.
237. To furnish records of beneficiary units and financial records of the
IAY Scheme covering BPL people through 2005-2007

50

238. Copy of DRDA documents from 1998 to 2007, of specific order
number.

85

239. Complete details of SGSY schemes from 2006-2008 with special
focus on total amount released under each sanction, time frames
etc.
240. Admission particulars and BA degree certificate of a student

160
40
120

241. Reason for unpaid amount of payments of bill of construction of
low cost sanitary latrines.
242. Copy of documents of Zila Parishad pertaining to the SGSY
schemes, action plan and list of beneficiaries.
243. Basis for 90% reservation for Scheduled Tribe candidates in the
Khatikuchi Gram Panchayat, even though only 10% of the voters
fall in the Scheduled Tribes category
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ASS/NAL/REV/200
7/SG/ENG/112

200

ASS/NAL/REV/200
7/SG/ENG/113
ASS/NAL/REV/200
7/SG/ENG/114

70

ASS/NAL/REV/200
7/SG/ENG/115
ASS/NAL/REV/200
7/SG/ENG/121
ASS/NAL/REV/200
7/SG/ENG/122
ASS/NAL/REV/200
7/SG/ENG/123
ASS/NAL/REV/200
8/SG/ENG/116
ASS/NAL/REV/200
8/SG/ENG/117
ASS/NAL/REV/200
8/SG/ENG/118
ASS/NAL/REV/200
8/SG/ENG/119

100

75

Information Being Asked for

244. Total number of employees from all categories of the
establishment, with special focus on SC/ST categories, total
numbers of schools/colleges with SC/ST teaching staff, total SC/ST
population with details in Nalbari
245. Copy of appointment order of notary public, along with copies of
specific letter numbers
246. Specific information about the IAY Scheme, size and amount
sanctioned to each house, whether latrines are included and the
number of houses constructed between the years 2005-2007
247. Asking for copies of his answer sheets of the L.D. Assistant
Examination conducted by the Dist. Administration/

60

248. Copy of estimated costs incurred in the construction of a road.

300

249. Copies of land documents, caste certificate of an individual who
changed his sub-caste.

50

250. Copy of appointment letter of new Mouzadar of Dharmpur

250

251. Complete case records along with file notings of two specific cases,
reason for not having gotten a response in his previous application.

240

252. Number of vacancies for the post of Zarikarak, number of
appointments made, names of all candidates selected, and their
total marks
253. Name of official who sanctioned the release of 1 lakh rupees for
the construction of a community hall

60
160

ASS/NAL/REV/200
8/SG/ENG/120
CEN/DGFT/2006/B
T/ENG/61

150

CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/ENG/32

520

CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/ENG/33
CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/ENG/34
CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/ENG/35
CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/ENG/36
CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/ENG/38

70

30

254. Copy of selection list showing the marks obtained in different
exams for the selection of English lecturers. Copies of mark sheets
and certificates of all candidates who scored more than his
daughter and copy of selection rules
255. Complete information about plans of building a road in Nalbari,
and when a tender was quoted, to which party.
256. A firm in Saudi Arabia filed a complaint against the applicant's firm
with DGFT. The applicant requests the PA to furnish status of his
complaint.
257. Complete details of the proposal to enforce limits on the import of
rough marble blocks and slabs, basis of decision and file notings
requested.
258. Clarification on policy for restricting import of used lubricating oil,
if it was a restricted/permissible item for import during 1992-1997

60

259. Limits on import of barium carbonate to be used as pesticide

70

260. Basis for setting floor price for import of polished marble slabs

160
75

261. Clarification on restrictions on import of Boric Acid to be used as
pesticide, whether it is a permissible item or not
262. Asking for specific details of restriction on import of boric acid

16

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

Information Being Asked for

CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/ENG/39
CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/ENG/41

100

263. Details about restrictions on import of animals like ostriches for
farming purposes

140

CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/ENG/42
CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/ENG/60
CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/ENG/61

90

264. Clarifications with respect to previous application, SG/39. He asks
the rules and conditions under which import of some animals is
allowed, and others disallowed
265. Information about import of Vanaspati from Sri Lanka , in terms of
price control, scope of DGFT as monitoring agency

CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/ENG/62
CEN/DGFT/2006/S
G/HIN/37
CEN/DGFT/2007/B
T/ENG/109

40

266. Details regarding the ban on import of arms, basis for restrictions
and limits put forth

120

267. List of EXIM policy under compulsory registered scheme and
information whether bomb basket, metal detector, optical fibre
scope fall under the same list
268. Requesting copy of policy amendment in the Foreign Trade Policy
2004-2009

50
40
120

CEN/DGFT/2007/B
T/ENG/62

100

CEN/DGFT/2007/B
T/ENG/63

120

CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/43
CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/44
CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/45
CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/46
CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/47
CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/48
CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/49

110
20
300
70

269. Process of applying for a licence to import ginger
270. Clarification on whether the sample forwarded by the Office of
Commissioner of Customs (Export), Mumbai, on 26/7/2007 under
covering letter (reference given) is classifiable under DEPB S.No. 43
B under product code-89
271. a) Request for supply of rules/ regulations/ circulars etc. regarding
launching of prosecution in custom case issued in last 20 yrs. b)
The number of cases wherein the prosecution is withdrawn or
compounded by the dept. in last 20 yrs. C) Request for copy of
circular enhancing the mandatory limit for Rs.5,00,000 to
Rs.25,00,000/- in case of launching the prosecution under customs
Act.
272. How many export firms inspected in last three years. Number of
firms against whom complaint have been received, details of
amounts issued in such complaints, number of companies
blacklisted, names of companies who are running their operations
even after being blacklisted and action taken against defaulters.
273. Rules and restrictions on import of second hand capital goods,
such as bulldozers, excavators, road rollers etc.
274. What is the classification of perfumes containing alcohol
275. Details of proposal to ban gutka and paan, as well as specific
details about arecanut farming
276. List of all banned export-import items, along with the tax levied
upon them

120

277. Date of implementing the provisions for restricting import of boric
acid.

130

278. Status of previous RTI application that was not answered

50

279. Grounds on which duty for import of item was raised by 100%

17

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number
CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/50
CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/51
CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/52

Length
words

70

280. Basis for bringing the import of garlic under Open Game Licencing
in 2003

120

281. Policy about production of mustard oil and other indigenous oils in
the country

200

282. Functioning of the RTI Department, with specific information about
number of applications and their status, including first and second
appeals
283. Under which notification/circular does DGFT classify 1-Bromo-3Chloro propane under restricted category

CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/53
CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/54
CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/63

350

CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/64
CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/65

40

CEN/DGFT/2007/S
G/ENG/66
CEN/DGFT/2008/B
T/ENG/110
CEN/DGFT/2008/B
T/ENG/64

100

CEN/DGFT/2008/S
G/ENG/55
CEN/DGFT/2008/S
G/ENG/56
CEN/DGFT/2008/S
G/ENG/57

30

CEN/DGFT/2008/S
G/ENG/58
CEN/DGFT/2008/S
G/ENG/59

Information Being Asked for

60
150

50

284. Procedure and application format for import of poultry vaccine.
285. Reasons behind import of defective steel items as mentioned
below being allowed only through customs sea port at Mumbai,
Chennai and Kolkata
286. Procedure of import of cars that have been donated to a charitable
organisation
287. Follow up on previous application, application code: SG/64. Asking
for the authority responsible to provide exemption in order to
import the cars
288. Import policy of remanufactured goods, and reason for it being
characterised as restricted goods in the Foreign Trade Policy
289. Missing-Annexure where the information sought is mentioned.

850

60
150

70
200

290. The applicant wants to know-Can the govt. dept./ministries/RTI
officials deny the public any question for which they are
answerable, number of tax evasion petitions received by PAs
mentioned in the application in the last 17 yrs.’, why and how the
tax evasion petitions have been dumped by all these, what
prevented for inaction upon the tax evasion, result of tax evasion
petition, what was the bribe accepted by 4 officials mentioned in
the application.
291. Policy and procedure about import of used cooking oil for
production o bio-diesel.
292. Procedure and application format for import of poultry vaccine.
293. Application filed to contest the response provided to application
SG/50, where the DGFT replied saying garlic was brought under
open licence due to recommendations from the Ministry of
Agriculture. Applicant asks for copies of all correspondence
between the Department of Commerce and the Ministry of
Agriculture between 2000-2003
294. If any special import licences that expired in 2001 were utilised for
the import of rough cut marble blocks
295. Details of import policies of lists of genetically modified food
products from 2005-2008.

18

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

CEN/DGFT/DBK
CELL/2006/BT/ENG
/83
CEN/DGFT/DBK
CELL/2006/BT/ENG
/85

60

296. Copy of letter written by DGFT addressed to Jt. Secretary,
Directorate of Drawback in relation to admissibility of Brand Rate
of Drawback.

400

297. Following Information sought regarding CCS payment on 'Goodwill
Gesture' to the two Mumbai based firms- DGFT's letter no. or file
no. and under whose signature his instructions to Regional office
to make payment of CCS issued, cheque no.s along with their date
and amounts issued to these firms, names of officers who had
processed the cases, copies of all correspondences/notices etc.
sought.
298. Seeking rest of the information sought in his previous RTI
application regarding CCS payment on 'Goodwill Gesture' to the
two Mumbai based firms.(The above mentioned case)

CEN/DGFT/DBK
CELL/2006/BT/ENG
/86
CEN/DGFT/DBK
CELL/2007/BT/ENG
/87

200

CEN/DGFT/DBK
CELL/2007/BT/ENG
/88

500

CEN/DGFT/DBK
CELL/2007/BT/ENG
/89

20

CEN/DGFT/DBK
CELL/2007/BT/ENG
/90

300

CEN/DGFT/DBK
CELL/2007/BT/ENG
/91

300

CEN/DGFT/DBK
CELL/2008/BT/ENG
/84
CEN/DGFT/ECRII/2006/BT/ENG/1
12

500

70

240

Information Being Asked for

299. Requested copy of notice sheet of GRC meeting regarding the
applicants' license number. Also, the applicant wants to know
whether any direct confirmation regarding date of establishment
of their unit in Kolkata was obtained by the PA from district
industries centre, Kolkata.
300. Requested that the necessary information about the
reconsideration of the case (reference given) taken by grievance
cell of the PA be intimated to the applicant at the earliest. Also,
information is sought as to the criteria adopted for re-fixation of
units which are sick and working under adverse circumstances.
301. In the GRC meeting the firm represented by the applicant was
assured that six months extension in the export obligation period is
granted. Subsequently the PA vide his letter informed that their
request is rejected. So the applicant vide his RTI application would
like to know at which stage and on what grounds the decision got
changed.
302. What are the activities, functions, powers, officials of the grievance
cell of DGFT? Procedure followed by Grievances Cell when any
representation against any order of DGFT is referred to it by DGFT,
Specific information and copy of order with respect to applicant's
representation before the grievance cell.
303. Application is incomplete as some pages are missing. But the
applicant seeks information regarding various issues- whether the
then Commerce Secretary was in compliance with the directions of
High Court of Bombay, whether the proprietor of a firm in Mumbai
has filed a civil writ petition, whether the same firm has applied for
advanced license and if it was issued in time.
304. Details of duty drawbacks paid to exportees, list of beneficiaries
whose export has been more than ten crores, beneficiaries against
whom enquires have been instituted.
305. The applicant has given background information on his earlier
applications and under RTI has sought information regarding steps
being taken by Govt of India to recover the export remittance of
Indian exporters from Sudan Govt and what adhoc relief
compensation would be granted to Indian exporters if their
remittance is not released by Sudan govt.

19

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

CEN/DGFT/EXPORT
CELL/2006/BT/ENG
/126
CEN/DGFT/EXPORT
CELL/2007/BT/ENG
/125

180

306. Names and variety of the sea shells that are freely allowed to
export, those governed by CITES and those not permitted to be
exported.

120

CEN/DGFT/EXPORT
CELL/2007/BT/ENG
/127
CEN/DGFT/EXPORT
CELL/2007/BT/ENG
/128

20

307. Copies of the current laws/ notification governing the export of sea
cucumber. The steps taken under the said
notification/orders/policies for the export of sea cucumber in
violation of legal provisions. Number of violations that have been
found and cases initialized. Particulars of officers involved in
enforcing the said law in four districts of Tamil Nadu.
308. How to get export/import license in Delhi? Nothing else stated.

200

CEN/DGFT/EXPORT
CELL/2008/BT/ENG
/124
CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
06/BT/ENG/92

160

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
06/BT/ENG/94

600

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
06/BT/ENG/95

80

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
07/BT/ENG/100

240

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
07/BT/ENG/101

80

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
07/BT/ENG/102

50

80

Information Being Asked for

309. Clarification on if any ban was imposed to export cow and her
progeny to Bangladesh by train in 1978 or onwards. Copy of the
order, reasons for the same. If the order has been lifted now.
Reasons for lifting the ban. The procedure for export of cows to
Bangladesh.
310. Whether the GOI had prohibited export of sugar having HS code
17010000 under the financial year 2007-2008
311. Following information with respect to people employed under
Scheduled Tribe category in the Ministry- number of people
working at present in ST category in group A,B,C,D in the
offices/dept./PSUs in Delhi under the PA. List of ST employees
group-wise in a floppy.
312. Following information sought about the CSS/CSCS cadre
employees in the Ministry of Commerce including those working in
different offices/depts undet the PA's cadre control- sanctioned
and working strength, qualification, total no. of LDC, UDC, SO
working on adhoc basis, total number of regular/temporary in post
of LDC, UDC, whether the cadre controlling authority of the PA was
consulted for abolition of above mentioned posts, whether staff
details of PA are posted on its website, number of new vacancies.
313. List of all commissions appointed by the Govt of India, dates of
setting the Commission, date of submission of final report of the
commissions and also the present status of the commissions. With
a note on whether the report was accepted or rejected by the
govt.
314. Information seeking educational qualification, DOB, date of
appointment, promotion, retirement etc. in respect of Director,
Deputy Director, US, SO, Assistant and UDC of CSS as on 1-6-2007.
315. Information seeking date when the post of Junior Analyst is vacant
in DGFT and what action has been taken so far for filling these
posts. Till which date it is expected to complete all the formalities
for filling these posts.
316. Complete list comprising name, designation and place of posting of
all the research officers, economic officers and DEO belonging to
SC category and presently posted in various departments of DGFT,
Delhi

20

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
07/BT/ENG/103

50

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
07/BT/ENG/104

300

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
07/BT/ENG/106

200

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
07/BT/ENG/107

120

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
07/BT/ENG/108

200

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
07/BT/ENG/96

80

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
07/BT/ENG/97
CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
07/BT/ENG/98

15
1100

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
07/BT/ENG/99

150

CEN/DGFT/HRD/20
08/BT/ENG/105

50

CEN/DGFT/
IMPORT
CELL/2006/BT/ENG
/74

100

CEN/DGFT/
IMPORT

60

Information Being Asked for

317. Complete list comprising name, designation and place of posting of
all the Directors, Asst. Directors, Deputy Directors, Asst. DGFT,
Deputy DGFT and Joint DGFT, belonging to SC category and
presently posted in various departments of DGFT, Delhi
318. Sanctioned and working strength in respect of the officers of CSS in
the grades of Under Secretaries, Section Officers and Assistants as
on 1-07-2004
319. Names of officials who have put in more than three years of
service in sensitive unit, in a particular unit along with place of
posting, what is rotational transfer policy of DGFT in respect of
gazetted/non gazetted officials, are the guidelines of CVC/DOPT
being followed strictly, why the officials have not been transferred
from sensitive to non sensitive areas.
320. Following information on Subordinate Statistical Service relating to
2005-06, 06-07 and 07-08 with regard to- SSS member employees’
names, designation, places of posting, deduction of membership
fees of AIASI. Electronic copy sought.
321. The number of RTI applications received by the public authority,
number of applications that were answered in time, number of
applications that have gone to the appellate authority coz of delay
and how many appeals were not responded in time.
322. Date of posting of an official (name given), Joint DGFT, Mumbai.
Also, how many transfer orders were issued along with her
transfer order and the number of transfer orders cancelled
subsequently
323. Date of posting of an official (name given), Mumbai.
324. The applicant submitted a representation in respect of review and
refixation of seniority in Dec 2003, which was forwarded by the
Zonal Jt. DGFT, Kolkata to DGFT, New Delhi followed by several
reminders. Since the applicant has received no intimation and
speaking order by DGFT, New Delhi against his representation, he
seeks all the copies of notes and order sheets in this regard.
325. Number of vacancies (Gen, OBC, SC, ST) in ITS needed under Civil
Service Examination 2001, number of candidates who were issued
appointment letter, number of candidates who reported in ITS on
the basis of Civil Services Examination 2001.
326. The applicant has not received his payment with respect to
submission of T.A. bill in respect of court attendance in terms of
S.R. 154(1)
327. Information regarding applications received by the department for
the license for import of Rough Marble Block in the year 2004,
2005 and 2006- on which date each application was received, from
whom, on which date individual applications were rejected,
approved or closed, for how many tons the license was approved,
to whom license was approved and of how much quantity, how
many applications are still pending and why.
328. Information regarding details of people, firm, company or
organisation who were allowed import of 'live cats' into India for
non-research or commercial purpose in the last ten years.
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number
CELL/2007/BT/ENG
/75
CEN/DGFT/
IMPORT
CELL/2007/BT/ENG
/76

Length
words

100

CEN/DGFT/
IMPORT
CELL/2007/BT/ENG
/77
CEN/DGFT/
IMPORT
CELL/2007/BT/ENG
/81
CEN/DGFT/
IMPORT
CELL/2008/BT/ENG
/78
CEN/DGFT/
IMPORT
CELL/2008/BT/ENG
/79

120

CEN/DGFT/
IMPORT
CELL/2008/BT/ENG
/80

120

CEN/DGFT/
IMPORT
CELL/2008/BT/ENG
/82
CEN/DGFT/PC-2
A/2006/BT/ENG/
65
CEN/DGFT/PC-2
A/2006/BT/ENG/
66

120

100

Information Being Asked for

329. Information for the period 2005-07: How many Import Licenses
granted for Air-conditioners with R-22 Gas.- how many
applications received for issue of license for Aircon with R-22 gas
for the given period, applications rejected and reasons for
rejecting them, whether licenses for R-22 have been subsequently
cancelled and reasons for the same, whether Air Conditioner
manufacturers in India are using R-22 gas.
330. How many licenses were issued to import of second hand
photocopier machines, inkjet and laser printer machines from
2005-2007. Also, how many of licenses issued for import of XEROX
brand of such machines.
331. Copy of report of Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, Surat,
Reasons for cancellation of license number mentioned in the letter
and the authority responsible for it.

40

332. How many firms have applied for how much quantity & CIF value
of A/C HCFC-22 Gas and how many firms have got import license.
How many firms have been granted permission for import of Air
Conditioners containing HCFC-22 Gas from Jan 2007 to Jan 2008.

100

333. Following information sought regarding import license issued to
M/s Refex Refrigerants Ltd, Chennai for import of HCFC-22 gas (a
restricted item)-whether DGFT has issued import license of HCFC22 under Exim policy, what quantity has been permitted, is the
import subject to some specific conditions imposed by DGFT on
M/s Refex Refrigerants, what justification for import has been
submitted by the firm and what supporting documents have been
provided. Copies of those documents requested.
334. Number of importers (with their names)to whom permission
granted for import of Air Conditioners containing R-22 Gas from
2005 to Jan 2008, quantity and value of window and split unit
issued to each importers, number of applications received from
importers after arrival of goods, what is the current policy for
import f air conditioners with R-22 gas, whether restrictions and
conditions are same for the category of trade importers. Number
of applications pending and reasons for that.
335. Whether license for import of 12 Bore Plastic Tubes has been
issued to M/s Orion Chem (P) Ltd. Mumbai.

216

30

336. Information sought on the procedure of obtaining the Bank
Certificate of Exports and Realisation in case of third party exports.
337. Complete file details/documents/correspondences from a file
mentioned in the application on the subject 'Deemed export

22

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

CEN/DGFT/PC-2
A/2006/BT/ENG/
67
CEN/DGFT/PC-2
A/2006/BT/ENG/
68
CEN/DGFT/PC-2
A/2006/BT/ENG
/69

30

CEN/DGFT/PC-2
A/2007/BT/ENG/7
0

50

CEN/DGFT/PC-2
A/2007/BT/ENG/
72

150

CEN/DGFT/PC-2
A/2007/BT/ENG/
73

80

CEN/DGFT/PC-2
A/2008/BT/ENG/
71

150

Information Being Asked for

benefit on supply to Hydro Electric Power Project'. Nothing else
specified.
338. Complete file notings/correspondences from a file mentioned in
the application on the subject 'Deemed export benefit on supply to
Chamera Hydro Electric Power Project'. Nothing else specified.

30

339. Clarification on reimbursement of excise duty. Request for all
papers pertaining to file number mentioned in the application.
Nothing else specified.

80

340. The applicant wants to know- Whether REP licenses issued to
Registered Exporters during licensing period 1990-93 were
'transferable' and is such transfer legal under the law. Whether
import of OGL items as covered under list 8 para 1 of Appendix 6 of
above said policy was permitted vide a public notice (notice ref.
number given). Certified copies of provisions of the policy required
in the above matter and the public notice for the same.
341. Text of the speech delivered by the Commerce Minister on the
occasion of release of revised exim policy in 1998. Highlight of the
exim policy in 1997-2002. Time schedule prescribed by Ministry of
Commerce for adjudication of SCN issued to EOU.
342. Clarification sought in foreign trade policy-1) what is the
timeframe within which a clarification sought in Appendix 28 of the
policy from the DGFT has to be answered? 2) Requests copy of
answer sent to a firm (name given) in response to its application
seeking clarification under Appendix 28. 3) If it hasn’t already been
sent, timeframe by when the clarification will be sent,
343. The applicant wants to know the following- In case of an existing
EOU unit exiting the EOU scheme by availing the benefits under
the EPCG scheme, the Bank guarantee for EPCG license is to be
given as per duty rates/exchange rates prevailing as on the date of
machinery imports already done; or as per the duty rates
prevailing at the time of issue of EPCG license by DGFT.
344. Complete file notings/correspondences from a file mentioned in
the application on the subject 'Deemed export benefit on supply to
Hindustan Construction Ltd. (HCC). Copy of reply sent to M/s HCC
about the decision taken on their request. If it has not been sent
then state the reasons for doing so.
345. Reasons for abnormal increase in price of Lactose during the last
three months. Name of importers, quantity of lactose imported
and reasons for shortage of lactose.
346. Details of all products exported and imported from/to India
between the year 1997 to 2007 with exported/imported quantity
along with the estimated details of foreign exchange earned or
paid on them. List of all products currently allowed/banned for
import or export.
347. Total import of gold and silver in the last two years. Companies
having five star rating on export house recognition.

CEN/DGFT/TRADE/
2007/BT/ENG/113

90

CEN/DGFT/TRADE/
2007/BT/ENG/114

96

CEN/DGFT/TRADE/
2007/BT/ENG/115
CEN/DGFT/TRADE/
2007/BT/ENG/116

20
624

348. Long list of information sought regarding iodine and iron- Side
effects and effects of iodine, effects of over-consumption, copies
of surveys and reports related to iodine and iron, list of industries

23

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

CEN/DGFT/TRADE/
2007/BT/ENG/117
CEN/DGFT/TRADE/
2007/BT/ENG/118
CEN/DGFT/TRADE/
2007/BT/ENG/119
CEN/DGFT/TRADE/
2007/BT/ENG/120

Length
words

30
60

licensed to produce iodized salt, total amount spent or reserved
for iodination and iodization etc.
349. Total import of gold and silver in the last two years. Port/airportwise
350. Information sought to know whether India had imported Soya
bean in any form from Argentina in 2000-2001 and 2005-06

100

351. Information seeking reasons for sudden increase in price of
lactose.

100

352. List of importers of milk food for babies and instant milk formula
during 2004-07- . Exim codewise quantity of milk food for babies
imported and quantity of 'Dumex' brand infant milk food imported
during 2004-07.
353. Import details of Arecanut- names of countries from where they
are imported, list of persons/Institutions who have imported
Arecanut, Date of import to Mangalore, quantity of Arecanut
imported from 2007 till date.
354. Details regarding the RTI applications received by the public
authority. Applications that were delayed, not responded and
administrative action against the first appellate.
355. Status of complaint against an official (name given) and action
taken against her. Documents filed by her. Copies of all documents
of the enquiry to applicant.

CEN/DGFT/TRADE/
2007/BT/ENG/121

150

CEN/DGFT/TRADE/
2007/BT/ENG/122

240

CEN/DGFT/VIGILA
NCE/2007/BT/ENG
/129
CEN/DGFT/VIGILA
NCE/2007/BT/HIN/
130
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2006/BT/
ENG/490
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2007/BT/
ENG/491
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2007/BT/
ENG/492
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2007/BT/
ENG/493

400

CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2007/BT/
ENG/494
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2007/BT/
ENG/496

Information Being Asked for

300

356. File notings for 4 files mentioned in the application sought.
Complaints filed against a particular official in DGFT and the
amount of black money procured by him.

150

357. Copy of application and office letters regarding FIR and report(reference given)

60

358. The applicant wants to know criteria for examining voice sample.

250

359. Copy of official letters with respect to the applicant's case.
Reference given.

180

360. Following information sought related to Central Forensic Science
Laboratory, Chandigarh for the last 10 financial years- Names of
divisional heads, nature of their duties, and strength of gazetted
officers rank-wise and year-wise.
361. Missing-Annexure where the information sought is mentioned.

120

362. Copies of file notings of file pertaining to purchase of Laptop for
Toxicology division.

24

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2007/BT/
ENG/497
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2007/BT/
ENG/500
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2007/BT/
ENG/503

100

363. Copies of all reports given by CSFL Chandigarh in a case. (Reference
given)

100

364. Information sought to know if any person is aggrieved with the test
results at the PA's laboratory then can he appeal for a retest and if
so which is the laboratory superior to the PA's.

240

CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2007/BT/
ENG/504
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2007/BT/
HIN/501
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2007/BT/
HIN/502
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2008/BT/
ENG/505
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2008/BT/
ENG/506
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/2008/BT/
ENG/507
CEN/HOME
AFFAIRS/BT/ENG/4
99
CEN/MEA/2005/SG
/ENG/236

80

365. LTC claims for air travel- list of all central govt officers having the
basic salary below Rs.18400/- to whom LTC claim have been
sanctioned for air travel on a particular route (mentioned) in the
given time period of 1-07-06 to 31-07-07.Information sought in
electronic format.
366. The applicant wants to know the procedure to procure voice
sample of the accused, criteria for examining voice sample.

CEN/MEA/2005/SG
/HIN/102
CEN/MEA/2005/SG
/HIN/99
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/100
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/101

Information Being Asked for

120

367. The applicant wants to know the impact of firing a 315 (bore) gun
from 150 feet on a man and on a steel seat.

120

368. Requested to furnish information sought in his previous RTI
application. The PIO had written in response to that application
that the information should be provided urgently.
369. Certified copy of seizure memo sent to the PO by SSP with respect
to a particular case. Reference given.

120

60

370. The applicant wants to know the impact of firing a 315 (bore) gun
from 150 feet.
371. Copy of in and out statement of a constable (name given) on a
particular date.

160

372. Total number of staff of CFSL department, Chandigarh. Copy of in
and out statement concerning with visitors in the last months.

500

373. Date of purchase, description, tender, price, number of pieces etc.
about the purchase of computer hardware by the MEA in the last 5
years, along with copies of bills
374. Details and expenditure incurred on foreign trips made by all Prime
Ministers since Jawaharlall Nehru's time to Manmohan Singh.

80
40

375. Copy of the presentation made by the Indian Delegation at the
Commonwealth Malta Summit and the minutes of the summit

30

376. Copies of Lok Sabha debates in 1989 with regard to un-starred
question 143 and 144 and reply by the Health Minister

70

377. Policy and procedure for getting the permission for printing and
sale of passport application forms.

25

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/310

120

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/311

210

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/312
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/313
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/314

290

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/315

65

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/325
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/327

120

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/328

110

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/329
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/71
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/72

100

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/73

250

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/74

220

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/75

280

Information Being Asked for

378. Names of MPs of the Parliament who have been on foreign trips
from October 2004-June 2006, details of countries visited and
purpose of each visit, whether each of them had obtained
clearance from the MHA and action taken in the absence of
clearance
379. What steps are being taken by the Government of India to recover
the Export remittance of Indian citizens from Sudan's government,
without any further delay, and if any adhoc relief would be
provided by the Government of India if the remittance is not
released
380. Asking for a copy of the warning issued to her abusive husband
(who works in the IFS)

120

381. Process and procedure to become a member of the ILC

110

382. Certified copies of the complete correspondence of the MEA with
the Governments of the USSR and the Russian Federation over the
disappearance of Subhash Chandra Bose
383. Copies of all documents and file notings leading to the grants
under ITEC -Special Commonwealth Assistance for Africa
Programme
384. Procedure for applying for a duplicate passport, time frames, etc.

150

385. Copy of the investigation report of Iraq's oil for food scam during
Saddam Hussein's regime, all papers related to the investigation
conducted on Reliance Petroleum therein
386. Which department receives all payments in the MEA, which
department acknowledges and sends receipts for payments,
number of receipts issued from 2001 to 2003
387. Asking that the MEA confirm that his denial of promotion was not
because of faulty records or overlooking of details

190

388. Asking to inspect file notes and documents that were not provided
to him by the previous application

550

389. Reasons for delay in granting visa to a French national who teaches
at the Mahatma Gandhi International school, date of application of
visa and copies of all communications with the school,
qualifications required for teaching the IB program
390. Daily progress on application for a fresh passport, the names and
designations officers who processed the application and action to
be taken against them. He also asks for lists of names of applicants
who filed for passports after his application
391. Whether his passport was issued and whether a legal notice
notifying wrong date on the passport was received. Also asks
whether it is a duty of the government to address grievances
392. Asking for the reason why her application for a job with the MEA in
2002 on compassionate grounds (owing to her husband's demise)
was not considered even though her qualifications exceed the
eligibility criteria

26

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/76

310

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/77
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/78

200

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/79
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/81

100

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/83

380

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/84
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/85
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/86
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/87

100

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/88
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/90
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/91
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/92

60

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/93
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/94

600

650

700
50
300

110

Information Being Asked for

393. Why we don't have death penalty laws for drug trafficking
diplomats, lists of all foreign nationals arrested for drug trafficking
and why diplomatic relations are not suspended with those
countries whose nationals are involved in trafficking
394. Information about extradition rules and procedures and list of
countries with which there is an extradition treaty
395. Complete details of concessions permits and authorisations
granted by the MEA to foreign diplomatic missions, details of
whether requests or instructions have been given by the MEA to
the police/traffic police in any city of India about exempting staff
and motor vehicles belonging to diplomatic missions and
international organisations in India
396. Information about the status of land belonging to a now Pakistan
citizen, formerly Indian
397. Lists of hotels that have been provided land exceeding 500 square
metres in size by Airports Authority of India and Ministry of Civil
Aviation by way of sale or lease
398. Number of periodic reports that are overdue with the Human
Rights Council for civil and political rights, women's rights, social
and cultural rights and so on and the exact dates that they were
due.
399. Asking the MEA to comply with Central Information Commission
orders to inspect documents asked for in previous RTI application
400. Names, postal address and family details of three prisoners of war.
Date of arrest etc.
401. List of Indian missions abroad, and missions that have their own
buildings
402. Copies of appointment orders of officials in the MEA, file notings
regarding the appointments, correspondence relating to Women's
Day exhibition, lists of all foreign students enrolled in Indian
Universities on scholarships
403. Complete details of tenders invited by the MEA for hiring of cars
and taxis, why their taxi service was not selected
404. Leasing details of the property in Vasant Vihar that is rented by the
Embassy of Tunisia, copies of all related documents.

20

405. Progress achieved with respect to the ratification of the UN
Convention against Corruption

50

406. Details and family background of an MEA official posted in
Afghanistan. (He states the reason for asking the information: "We
require the information because we are looking at a marriage
prospect with his grandson.")
407. Progress made in service of summons

15
150

408. Number of permissions granted by MEA to Indians to travel to Iraq,
with specific details of people who travelled for work, and name of
the employers

27

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/95
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/96
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/ENG/97
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/HIN/80
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/HIN/82
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/HIN/89
CEN/MEA/2006/SG
/HIN/98
CEN/MOEF/DEL/20
07/AT/ENG/26

50

409. Total expenditure incurred by the government for the two day
state visit of George Bush and team to India in 2006

60

410. Lists of all actions and work done by the MEA from June 2004 from
the President's Secretariat

70

411. Copies of posting orders of diplomats posted in Nigeria and Tunisia

70

412. Complete details of postings and pay-scales of MEA officers

CEN/MOEF/FC.
SCI/2008/BT/ENG/
508
CEN/MOEF/FC.
SCI/2008/BT/ENG/
509
CEN/MOEF/GUJ/20
06/AT/ENG/27

550

Information Being Asked for

413. Why the special commissions set up by the MEA haven't accorded
any grants to the handicraft and small scale industries.

90

414. Basis of appointment of Second Secretary in Mauritius, Fiji and
Trinidad, copies of their appointment letters

150

415. Copies of audits of Indian Council of World Affairs from 2000 to
2004. Details of employees at the ICWA

136

416. Route of Dhaullganga-Bareilley 400k transmission line , how many
trees were sanctioned to be cut on route and what was the width
of such area , how many were actually cut what was the criteria for
decision also names and designation of officials of MOEF
appointed for this .
417. Information regarding amount of forest land diverted for nonforest use across all states in India (year-wise and different activity
wise) for the period of Jan 1987- Dec 2007.

70

50

418. Copy of CEC reports filed to Supreme Court in respect of the
projects cleared by FAC along with the copies and affidavit filed by
MOEF in SC in respect of report of CEC

169

419. Name and designation of officer that is appointed at Bhopal
regional office to visit various industries in Gujrat, no. of industries
that have been visited and copies of the visit report. No. of
industries found violating laws in the last two years , what were
the violation what steps were taken regarding violation of
environment clearance issuance certificate.
420. Copies of latest half yearly compliance report of environment
clearance issued to various industries in Gujrat (list of companies
mentioned ) in the year 2005 - 2006
421. Copy of environment laws violated by Western coal Fields Ltd in
August 2005 , action by MoEF, steps by coal company

CEN/MOEF/GUJ/20
06/AT/ENG/28

120

CEN/MOEF/MP/20
05/AT/ENG/36
CEN/MOEF/MP/20
05/AT/ENG/37

60

CEN/MOEF/MP/20
06/AT/ENG/29
CEN/MOEF/MP/20
06/AT/ENG/30

120

70

240

422. List of cases registered in court regarding environment violation
since Jan. 1997, copy of orders regarding orders of withdrawal of
cases against Western coal Fields Ltd
423. Information on gratuity contribution for period of applicants
deputation not remitted to NPCC 1995-2000
424. Report of environment management cell by Maharashtra ,
inspection report of the project for monitoring purchases carried
out by officers , monthly monitoring reports , advertisement
informing clearance of the project

28

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

CEN/MOEF/MP/20
07/AT/ENG/31

195

CEN/MOEF/MP/20
07/AT/ENG/32
CEN/MOEF/MP/20
07/AT/ENG/33

49

CEN/MOEF/MP/20
07/AT/ENG/34
CEN/MOEF/MP/20
07/AT/ENG/35

324

77
180

CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2006/BT/ENG/
160

420

CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2006/BT/ENG/
161

300

CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
155

260

CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
156

200

CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
157

150

CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
158
CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
159

100

260

Information Being Asked for

425. Mumbai Pune express way- environmental clearance for LonawalaKhandala bypass on expressway, six monthly inspection reports ,
reports on specific date visits(dates mentioned between 19972007)
426. Records of action taken on complaints by the applicant on
destruction of greenery ,forest wealth and mining etc.
427. Environment clearance reports and monthly compliance reports of
environment clearance issued with respect to some industries in
Gujrat (list given )
428. Does any law relating to running eastern side of ridge quarry, what
were the basis for the decision if law doesn’t exist.
429. Six monthly compliance report by CPIO , site inspection report ,
information on delays of any inspection report for environmental
clearance granted to Jindal Steel and Power Ltd.
430. Copies of recommendations/notings/orders have been issued with
regard to a particular proposal of Govt of Haryana. Details of
pending proposals, procedure for clearing these pending
proposals. Time required by the public authority in raising
objections to proposals. Procedure for submitting complaint
against the DFO. Request to see file notings made.
431. Certified copies of grant of No Objection certificates in 2003-05, by
the PA to the petrol pumps in 22 districts in Amritsar mentioned in
the application, specifically in the time period of a certain District
Forest Officer (name given)
432. Certified copies of documents related to environmental clearance
and monitoring of Parbati Hydro Electric Project, Stage II- letter
granting environmental clearance, report of proceedings of public
hearing of the project, conditions on which environmental
clearance has been granted, copy of all monitoring reports,
compliance reports, action taken against those industries who
have not submitted mandated reports.
433. Certified copies of documents related to environmental clearance
and monitoring of Parbati Hydro Electric Project, Stage II- letter
granting environmental clearance, report of proceedings of public
hearing of the project, conditions on which environmental
clearance has been granted, copy of all monitoring reports,
compliance reports, action taken against those industries who
have not submitted mandated reports.
434. Certified copies of documents related to environmental clearance
and monitoring of Parbati Hydro Electric Project, Stage II- copy of
all monitoring reports, compliance reports, copy of subsequent
exchanges between regional office of MoEF and project
proponents regarding environmental clearance.
435. Copies of the norms and the protocol recommended by the MoEF
to be followed by the staff of the regional office who go for
inspection of projects. List of surprise visits made in the past 5 yrs.
436. Copies of periodical six monthly monitoring reports and follow up
action thereon of Allian Duhangan hydro power project at Prini
distt Kullu, H.P.

29

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
162
CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
163
CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
164

40

437. Copies of clearances issued under Forest Conservation Act, 1980
for bus stand and taxi/car park at Mc Leod Ganj, Dharamshala.

100

438. Copies of clearance letters to two parcels of land under Forest
Conservation Act, 1980, in Upper Dharamshala for bus stand and
parking place.

260

439. Copies of proposals and clearances under Forest Conservation Act,
1980 for diversion of forest land wholly or partly for public
purposes such as bus stand and/or parking and /or rain shelters at
Upper Dharamshala.
440. Certified copies of application (if any) submitted by a certain
school in Sanawar to cut trees (Pine, Cedar) and contouring of land
for carrying out construction work by the school. The action taken
by the PA if the school has violated its rules.
441. Certified copies of application (if any) submitted by a certain
school in Sanawar to cut trees (Pine, Cedar) and contouring of land
for carrying out construction work by the school. The action taken
by the PA if the school has violated its rules.
442. Copies of proposals received for the clearances mentioned in the
application. Further if any modifications/changes/amendments to
these two clearances were made. Also, copies of any other
proposals for diversion of forest land wholly or partly for public
use.
443. Copy of order issued and file notings for charging, exempting and
not charging of NPV from the applicants' firm.

CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
165

260

CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
166

660

CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
167

300

CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
168
CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
170
CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/ENG/
171

360

CEN/MOEF/REG/C
HA/2007/BT/HIN/1
69

300

CEN/MOEF/REG/M
EG/2007/BT/ENG/
172

120

Information Being Asked for

500

444. Has sought information in respect of issue of NOC for establishing
fuel station in Punjab and Haryana. List of companies to whom no
objection certificate were issued.

240

445. The applicant had filed several applications to bring to the notice
of concerned authorities on cutting of trees by a school in
Sanawar. As a result several enquiries and investigations have
begun on the same. Applicant has sought to be kept informed of
the action taken by the public authority in case of violation of rules
by this school in Sanawar, as well as the reply of the school.
446. Salary, property and monthly expenditure details of two officials in
the public authority. List of companies to whom no objection
certificate were issued. Authorities to whom the complaint should
be made against the Dist. Conservation of Forests. Guidelines,
policies to set up fuel station. Applicant also enquires that whether
in the PA's Chandigarh office there is a broker who charges
convenience charges.
447. Copies of 3 official letters (number given) pertaining to Lafarge
Umiam Limestone Mining Project exchanged between MoEF, CCF
and Dept. of Forests, Meghalaya.

30

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

CEN/MOEF/REG/M
EG/2007/BT/ENG/
174

120

CEN/MOEF/REG/M
EG/2007/BT/ENG/
175
CEN/MOEF/REG/M
EG/2007/BT/ENG/
178
CEN/MOEF/REG/M
EG/2007/BT/ENG/
179
CEN/MOEF/REG/M
EG/2007/BT/ENG/
180
CEN/MOEF/REG/M
EG/2007/BT/ENG/
181
CEN/MOEF/REG/M
EG/2007/BT/ENG/
182
CEN/MOEF/REG/M
EG/2008/BT/ENG/
173
CEN/MOEF/UP/20
07/AT/ENG/23

120

CEN/MOEF/UP/20
07/AT/ENG/25

112

CEN/MOEF/UP/20
07/AT/HIN/24

253

CEN/MOEF/UP/20
07/AT/HIN/38

108

CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2006/AT/HIN/
50

120

40

100

Information Being Asked for

448. Information and copy of the petition filed by the Lafarge Umiam
Mining Pvt Ltd. in the Supreme Court and all the other related
papers from the Union Ministry of Environment. Nothing else
specified.
449. Copy of the writ petition (mentioned in the application) with all
annexures and orders passed by SC. Nothing else specified.
450. Information and copy of the interim order dated 23 Nov 2007
passed by the SC and other papers related to the Lafarge Umiam
Mining Pvt Ltd. Case
451. Applicant wants to know whether one firm has obtained the
approval of the central govt for conducting limestone quarry
mining.

80

452. Information and certified copies of the papers relating to
environmental clearance for limestone, shale and silt stone quarry
mining by a firm.

120

453. Copies of compliance reports and monitoring reports for different
periods from 2001-2007.

40

454. Environmental clearance order of MoEF dated 9/8/2001 to
30/07/2002 to Lafarge Umiam Pvt Ltd.

30

455. Monitoring of projects by the regional office, MOEF. The
application says information sought is attached but no attachment
is to be seen.

162

456. Environment project clearance letters stating conditions for
clearance , compliance reports submitted by project proponents ,
monitoring reports submitted by regional office for all projects in
the year 2003.
457. On what basis was permission granted in favour of Mankapur chini
Mill to have forest land, copies of the proceeding note sheet
leading to the decision.
458. What were the conditions in which orders to construct the flyover
in Gomti nagar, Lucknow were passed, whether proper
investigation was made , in which newspaper was action plan
published, were the residents of the surrounding area informed
and was the permission to cut green trees taken .
459. Fields of river Ganga in Uttar Pradesh -Which animals and birds
have become extinct or are on the verge of extinction in the area ,
which birds migrate to the fields, which trees are found in the
area.
460. Seats available for OBC category, name of the officials who filled in
three seats, how many are still vacant.

31

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2006/AT/HIN/
51

460

CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2007/AT/ENG/
44

52

CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2007/AT/ENG/
45
CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2007/AT/ENG/
46

45

CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2007/AT/HIN/
39
CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2007/AT/HIN/
40
CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2007/AT/HIN/
41
CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2007/AT/HIN/4
2
CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2007/AT/HIN/
43
CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2007/AT/HIN/
47
CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2007/AT/HIN/
48
CEN/REG/RLWY/R
AJ/2007/AT/HIN/
49
DEL/DDA/2005/BT
/ENG/149

560

15

165

108

Information Being Asked for

461. Asking about the norms followed for granting leaves to workers if
he/she is working on holidays also, how many leaves are granted
to the worker. How many days prior to his leave should the
authorities concerned need to be informed.
462. Marks of exam and interview of the applicant along with the marks
obtained by other who qualified the exam, what were the
procedures adopted to select candidates from group B for the
LDCE examination.
463. Information on Correction of irregularities in leave account of the
applicant whether corrected or not
464. What was the basis of decision of provisional promotion of Rate
inspectors, a copy of the same, assessment sheet with noting
pages containing approval of authority, the officer responsible for
delay in promotions, policy in regard of relaxation in the period of
residency and list of officer granted relaxation.
465. Copy of mark-sheet of the applicant and request to see his answer
script for exams held on 12/7/2007 and 1/8/2007
466. Niji Sachiv pareeksha on 7/4/2007 and interview on 9/8/2007 Total marks of written exam and interview , credits for working
experience, marks that need to be obtained to clear the
examination
467. What are the rules and regulation during the period of
apprenticeship?

26

468. Asking about the superiority amongst Varisht rajbhasha adhikari or
Varisht mandal karmik adhikari.

30

469. Copy of transfer letter of an officer (name mentioned)

44

470. Copy of correct rank list as the list name of the applicant is missing
from the one that has been newly issued.

121

471. List of officials who were promoted to the next level without
completing the tenure at the lower grade in northern southern
railway head office since 2002 till 2007

50

472. Reasons for rejection of the applicants appointment in the fresh
phase of appointments in 2004

80

473. All necessary documents have been submitted for transfer of
registration but there has been no outcome. No information is
sought specifically but has requested the authorities to take
necessary action.

32

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

DEL/DDA/2005/BT
/ENG/150
DEL/DDA/2005/BT
/ENG/151

120

474. The present status of the allotment of his flat under a scheme that
was passed 26 yrs. ago.

200

DEL/DDA/2005/BT
/ENG/152

40

DEL/DDA/2005/BT
/ENG/154

80

DEL/DDA/2005/BT
/HIN/153
DEL/DDA/2005/SG
/ENG/1
DEL/DDA/2006/SG
/ENG/2
DEL/DDA/2006/SG
/ENG/3
DEL/DDA/2006/SG
/ENG/4
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/10

400

475. The applicant wants to clarify, if flats are allotted on free-hold
basis by DDA then where is the need for charging ground rent from
the allottee.
476. All necessary documents have been submitted for transfer of
registration and several visits made but there has been no
outcome.
477. The applicant is registering a complaint here where she is holding
DDA accountable for the delay in releasing papers for free-hold
and thus as per the applicant DDA should pay the interest.
478. Certified copies of six documents listed by the applicant with
respect to the flat mentioned in application.

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/11

70

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/12
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/13

140

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/14

135

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/15

100

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/16

350

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/17

520

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/18

60

76

Information Being Asked for

479. Complete details about the proposal to construct a flyover in
Palam Vihar

170

480. Status of his previous RTI application, which PIO it went to and why
it hasn't been responded to, copy of receipt of registers.

300

481. Copies of purchase orders, details of expenditure and financial
records, grants given and received in the last eight years

125

482. Complete details and plans of construction of flyover in Defence
Colony market, with details of expenditure

240

483. Complete information, including plans and proposals about all
flyovers and underpasses being constructed in three years' time in
Delhi
484. Whether a circular sanctioning the deviations in excess of
Agreement quantities of non AHR/ALR items on agreement rates
for construction work in DDA was issued by the DDA?
485. General guidelines on limits on transactions, business dealings etc.
as put forth by Conduct Rules.

280

486. Lists of RTI applications received by different PIOs from 2005-2007,
details of first and second appeals, the trajectory of applications
that reach the Information Commission
487. List of Departments of DDA which prepared record retention
schedule for their substantive functions, certified copies of the
same, what is the procedure for weeding out old records and
under which rules, details of guidelines adopted.
488. Information of rail underpass from Defence Colony Flyover Market;
proposals, time-frames, whether it would affect the market
association
489. Construction details of shopping complex plan in Defence Colony
Flyover Market, particularly copies of the plans submitted by the
Design Consultant
490. Status of previous RTI application that went un-responded to,
impact of the Metro route on shopping complex under Defence
Colony flyover.
491. Progress of construction of bridge in Gazirpur.

33

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/19
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/20
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/22
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/23
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/24

260

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/25

80

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/26

80

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/27
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/28
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/29
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/30
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/5
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/6
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/67

80

20
410

Information Being Asked for

492. Copy of death case file and status of pension cheques of his father,
who was an employee at the MCD
493. Time frame within which the underpass connecting the P.W.D
roads from Appolo Hospital to Okhla Phase III will be completed
494. Lists of works executed in DDA in the last ten years by a contractor
agency, whose proprietor is the father of a junior Engineer at DDA.

60

495. Details of proposal to construct an under bridge between Lajpat
Nagar and Jungpura

80

496. Information of rail underpass from Defence Colony Flyover Market;
proposals, time-frames, whether it would affect the market
association
497. Information of rail underpass from Defence Colony Flyover Market;
proposals, time-frames, whether it would affect the market
association
498. Information of rail underpass from Defence Colony Flyover Market;
proposals, time-frames, whether it would affect the market
association
499. Details of the project proposal to create rail underpass passing
through Defence Colony Flyover Market

80

500. Details of the project proposal to create rail underpass passing
through Defence Colony Flyover Market

80

501. Details of the project proposal to create rail underpass passing
through Defence Colony Flyover Market

80

502. Details of the project proposal to create rail underpass passing
through Defence Colony Flyover Market

100

503. Status of previous RTI application filed by him, officials responsible
for not having responded to the same

120

504. Lists of all the letters/representations received through the
Municipal Councillors, MLAs and MPs.

1200

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/8

150

DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/ENG/9
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/HIN/21
DEL/DDA/2007/SG
/HIN/7
DEL/DDA/2008/SG
/ENG/31

40

505. Follow up on previous application about flyovers being built on
Defence Colony market, why the application hasn't been
responded to and names and designations of officials responsible
for the same
506. Complete information, including plans and proposals about all
flyovers and underpasses being constructed in three years' time in
Delhi, along with copies of proposals
507. Minutes of the meetings held in April 2007 regarding the
construction of Kapasehra Intersection on NH -8

120

508. Details of construction of a flyover being constructed across
Wazirabad Railway Crossing

165

509. Complete details about the construction of the flyover from Vikas
Marg to Road no. 57, with details of contractors.

230

510. Regarding inaction on previous RTI application and status of
previous application, who were the officials responsible and what
action would be taken against them

34

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

DEL/DDA/2008/SG
/ENG/68
DEL/DDA/2008/SG
/ENG/69
DEL/DDA/2008/SG
/ENG/70
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2002/BT/HIN/24
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/ENG/1

75

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II
/2005/BT/ENG/ 10
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II
/2005/BT/ENG/ 15
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II
/2005/BT/ENG/ 16
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II
/2005/BT/ENG/ 18
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II
/2005/BT/ENG/ 19

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/2

620
1500

Information Being Asked for

511. List of leaves taken by all DDA employees in the last five years,
along with reason for taking leave.
512. Complete details regarding the construction of the bridge over the
Neela Hauz on Aruna Asaf Ali Road
513. Information related to Section 4 of the RTI Act, and what
constitutes Section 4 (with specific focus on DDA)

30

514. The applicant seeks photocopies of applications for rehabilitation
submitted in 2002 by displaced people in 3 locations in Delhi.

208

515. Applicant is an advocate and enquires about-Details of MIG flats
(i.e. Number, floors, Block, Sector) which were available with DDA
at the time of inviting applications under Narela Housing Scheme
2004. Details of Flats that were wrongly included in the draw held
on 19-05-2004. Original list of draw of the flats held on 19-052004. Details of MIG flats (ie. the application number, name of
persons, category) of 185 and 78 which later on became available
to DDA and allotted to the applicants whose allotment had earlier
been cancelled.
516. Request for issue of allotment papers for MIG flat in respect of his
deposit receipt dated 28-09-1979 for Rs.4500/-.

30

30

517. Request to issue demand cum allotment letter. File number
mentioned.

30

518. Name/Names recommended for allotment under Kargil VV AY2000 as allottees and co allottees by Defence with respect to a
particular flat in Dwarka.

30

519. Request for inspection of his file. Information seeking correction of
his mailing address in official records and issue of demand letter
with correct address.

120

520. The applicant is working with ONGC (The application is on ONGC
letterhead, but has also specified, ONGC has nothing to do with his
application). He is also a registrant of new pattern scheme 1979.
He was informed by DDA (on May 13, 1979) that he has been
allotted a MIG flat. Subsequently, he was told no related
documents including the file are traceable. Since then, the
applicant received no information from DDA and has got no
response to any of his letters. The applicant adds that he had sold
gold bangles of his newly married wife for registration money.
Under the RTI, applicant wants to know- reasons for not
responding to his letters. Also, fate of so told allotted flat ie. who is
the beneficiary, how the allotment was manipulated and who are
the responsble persons.
521. Whether there are any new schemes for purchase of a MIG flat
available.

15

35

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 20

60

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 21

30

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 22
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 25

30

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 26
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 28
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 30
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II
2005/BT/ENG/ 32
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II
2005/BT/ENG/ 33

30

50

Information Being Asked for

522. The applicant had applied for one MIG flat under New Pattern
Registration Scheme 1979. He has requested for up to date status
of his application. Details of formalities to be completed for taking
possession of same and contact details of officer concerning
above.
523. General guidelines'. Address of a flat given. File reference given. In
the reasons for seeking information the applicant has written that
he is an advocate of a bank, he is seeking this information as the
flat has been financed by PNB and conveyance deed not deposited
with the bank, as required by the bank.
524. The applicant wants to know the balance amount of instalments
with respect to his file (number given).
525. The applicant was allotted a LIG flat vide PA'a letter dated 29-042005 and a sum of Rs.2,38,998/- was deposited as per the PA's
instructions. But later the applicant was told by the PA that as he
had applied for the refund of booking deposit, the same has been
refunded. But the applicant claims that he never applied for refund
and nor has he received any written information regarding the
same till date. The applicant under RTI requests the authority to
give copy of the so called application submitted by the applicant
for refund or any other letter sent by the PA for cancellation of his
booking.
526. Request to know when he will be allotted the house. Registration
number mentioned.

30

527. Request for issuing duplicate possession letter. Reference number
of file given.

30

528. List of draw held in May 2004, by EHS section. The applicant needs
this information as required by I.O. in his case of major penalty
charge sheet.

30

529. The applicant wants to know who is the owner of the property
mentioned in his application.

120

530. Certified copies of dak reciept register of the dak received by U.C.
(DDA) from 23-06-1997 to 23-07-1995 and the letter of RAD
section dated 29-06-1995. Certified copy of dispatch register's
relevant portion with regard to dispatch of the letter (mentioned
below) to applicant. Certified copy of the dispatch of allotment
letter in 2001 and the copy of the allotment letter. The applicant in
his reasons to seek information states that he is the legal heir of
the property of his father who passed away in his care. The
applicant has received a letter dated 2-12-2005 by the DDA
officials in which the DDA has falsely quoted some facts, thus he
seeks the above copies. The letter of DDA is not attached with this
application, even though the applicant mentions it as enclosed.

36

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 34

30

DEL/DDA HOUSING
II/ 2005/BT/ENG/
36
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 37
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 38

30

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 40
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 41
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 43
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 45
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 46
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 47
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 48

30

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 49
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/5

30

Information Being Asked for

531. Applicant seeks 'Written Policy Guideline'. He also states that he
has applied for issue of duplicate possession letter along with no
due certificate. He has submitted all required documents and
made payment too. Not clear what is sought.
532. The applicant had applied for conversion of flat from lease-hold to
free-hold on 17-05-1994. She would like to know the status of her
file.

30

533. Photocopies of demand notice of a particular flat. Address
mentioned.

30

534. The applicant had submitted an application dated 27-10-2005
regarding conversion of his property from hire-purchase to cashdown. He was told that he will receive a response in 30 days but he
has not received any response yet. Thus he would like to know
how long will it take for the officials to decide his matter and what
is the time limitation for this.
535. Total amount of outstanding dues pertaining to his property.

30

536. The applicant wants to know the basis ('policy' as he calls it) on
which his Janta flat is cancelled. He also asks., what amount is
deducted after cancellation.

30

537. The applicant had submitted many applications enquiring about
allotment of property. However, he has not received any response
yet. Thus he would like to get 'information on allotment'.

30

538. Have sought reasons for delay on his application for mutation of
property and have also asked for copies of action taken.

30

539. Applicant wants to know pending instalments of his property
mentioned.

30

540. Applicant wants to know -'Present status' of a flat, he is interested
to purchase. He has mentioned the address of the flat but not
specified anything else.

50

541. The applicant states, possession of the mentioned flat is not given
inspite of deposition of cost of flat along with all necessary
documents in time. He would like to know under which rule it is
not issued and how long will it take to issue possession letter. Who
is responsible for not issuing possession letter?
542. Applicant would like to know the status of allotment of a property
mentioned in the application. File reference number given.

25

543. The applicant requires copy of all documents related to his
property file. File reference number given.

37

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

Information Being Asked for

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 51
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 53
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II
2005/BT/ENG/ 55

30

544. Cost of a MIG flat (address given)and cost of converting the papers
to freehold.

30

545. The applicant had applied to V.C. for cancellation of the
registration of MIG (reference given) but no action was taken. He
would like to know how long it will take to get processed.

30

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 56
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 57
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II
2005/BT/ENG/ 58

30

546. Cost of a MIG flat with conversion charges during June
1994.Priority number covered of MIG N.P.S up to June 1994. Copy
of policy under which expandable house allottee where again
allotted regular MIG flat. The applicant states he is writing this to
meet his grievance.
547. The applicant seeks clarification regarding allotted flat. The same
registration number as that of the applicant has been given to
another individual (name given). File reference number given.

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 59
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/6
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/ENG/ 60
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/ENG/8

60

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/ENG/9

30

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/HIN/11
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/12

30

30

548. The applicant would like to know whether his request for keeping
'alive' the flat allotted to him, granted or not. Copy of decision
sought.

60

549. The applicant would like to know who was allotted a particular flat
(address given). Certified copies of application forms, possession
forms of a flat, registration/sale deed along with enclosure sought.
Also sought addresses and copies of application form,
registration/sale deed of all subsequent owners of the mentioned
flat, alongwith period of their ownership.
550. The applicant has not received demand cum allotment letter even
after one and half years. Thus he requests issue of the allotment
letter.

15

551. Request for Issue of allotment letter against the given registration
number.

30

552. Issue of allotment letter for the flat he has been waiting for last 26
years.

30

553. The applicant wants to know which DDA official is responsible for
maintenance of flats in his locality. Also, how grieved residents can
seek relief/compensation due to damage caused by residents of
adjacent flats who do not keep their flats properly.
554. The applicant wants to know if its mandatory for the owners of
DDA flat to regularly pay subscription to RWA as prescribed by it
from time to time. If yes, then how can DDA help the RWA to get
the defaulters to pay subscription?
555. The applicant wants to get information regarding possession of
property. File reference number given. Nothing else specified.

30

556. The applicant wants to know when his name will be put in draw.
Details of fee deposited for registration and the file number given.

38

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/13

30

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/HIN/14
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/17
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/HIN/23
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING II/
2005/BT/HIN/27

30

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/29
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/3
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/31
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/35
DEL/DDA/HOUSIN
G
II/2005/BT/HIN/39

30

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/4

25

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/42
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/44

30

Information Being Asked for

557. The applicant had booked a LIG flat under HUDCO scheme in 1979.
However, he did not hear anything from the PA about it and later it
got cancelled too. Registration number mentioned, but nothing
asked specifically.
558. Request to respond on her application dated 26-11-2005
submitted to convert her house on free-hold.

30

559. Information sought with regard to a file. File number mentioned.
Nothing else specified.

30

560. The applicant has received only allotment letter and not demand
letter. He wants to know when the demand letter dispatched. File
number was mentioned.

30

561. The applicant has mentioned a registration number and requests
reasons for delay in allotting him a house. The applicant states he
is getting old and requests to know when he will be allotted the
house.
562. The applicant seeks -'allotment related information'. File number
mentioned. Nothing else specified.

30

563. The applicant has written that he awaits allotment papers of his
flat. Registration number given.

30

564. Request for possession letter. File number mentioned.

30

565. The applicant requests- possession of property. File number
mentioned. Nothing else specified.

30

566. The applicant would like to know on what criteria was the flat
allotted to another individual (name given and flat mentioned)general/handicap. The applicant claims that the owner of the
property has got this property at the pretext of being a handicap.
567. The applicant claims to have completed all necessary formalities to
get the registration of the flat transferred in his name ater his
brother's demise. For the purpose of allocation of the flat, the DDA
then informed him vide their letter dated 22/12/1998 that a
cheque of Rs.12,235 has been dispatched as refund to him.
However, the applicant/- has still not got any information related
to refund and allotment. He has not sought anything clearly.
568. Applicant would like to know whether photocopy of the file related
to a particular flat (of which he is an allottee) has been shared with
another individual (name given).

30

569. Acknowledgement receipt of registration money paid for property.

39

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/50

30

DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/52
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/54
DEL/DDA/
HOUSING
II/2005/BT/HIN/7
DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/186

30

570. The applicant states he did not receive the allotment letter in time
as it was dispatched to the wrong address. He thus requests DDA
to make the necessary changes in their record and issue the
allotment letter to the correct address.
571. The applicant would like to know the status of the allotment of
property. Form number given.

30

572. The applicant states- 'For refund and confirmation that the flat has
been cancelled'. No information sought clearly.

30

573. Information not sought clearly. Requested to help get possession
of a flat which he should have got in 1999.

240

574. The RTI applicant quotes an order of the PA and wants to know
who was the 'applicant' mentioned in the said order and what
were the documents submitted by him to become the owner of
the land. Certified copies requested. The period for which
information is concerned is 1959-60
575. Copy of standing committee of MCD resolution no.1002 dated
15/1/1967 duly attested.

DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/188
DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/189

120

DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/190

200

DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/191
DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/192
DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/193
DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/194

40

150

576. Copy of minutes of meeting of the standing committee held on a
particular date. Also asked, whether under DMG regulation 1958
any member can make personal charge against member or other
office employee.
577. Are the MLAs and councillors are entitled to get interest free
loans? Details of those who have availed this in 2003-06. Names of
defaulters.
578. Copies of two resolutions mentioned in the application. Nothing
else specified.

130

579. List and number of primary schools in Delhi that have names
starting with a person's name.

60

580. Regularization number and date of Arjan Nagar, Wazir Nagar.

60

581. Copy of resolution passed by standing committee of MCD,
approving the note of chairman for regulisation of colonies built up
unauthorised.
582. Copies of all proposals, questions etc. Raised in the Standing
Committee of MCD by Brij Mohan Sharma a member of Standing
Committee between 15/04/2002 to 30/11/2006
583. Certified copy of the resolution number 781 date 3/11/1983 of
standing committee.

DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/196

70

DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/197
DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/198

40

DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/199

Information Being Asked for

140

100

584. Number of vehicles received by the officials in public authority as
per their designation. List of officials who have got it as per
different departments. Details of the drivers for these vehicles.
585. Copy of a specific resolution mentioned in the application.

40

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/ENG/207
DEL/MCD/2006/BT
/HIN/187

50
240

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/185
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/195

50

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/200

150

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/201
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/202

70

70

130

Information Being Asked for

586. Copies of three resolutions mentioned in the application
587. The applicant has sought information- In MCD how many MLA,
Councillor, Director, AE, DE, etc. are there in total. Are the houses
inhabited by these officials in compliance with MCD regulations. If
not, how many are not. What action has been taken by the PA
against the defaulters? Who has the ownership of their houses?
588. Number and details of cases of employees that have been sent to
Corporation /House for major penalties in last ten years.
589. C.V. Raman Marg- Previous name and the date on which it was
named. Starting and end points of this road and the length and
width of the same too.
590. Number and copy of complaints received by the corporation
regarding the work of Sulabh International. Copy of order whereby
Sulabh International has been blacklisted.
591. List of questions raised by the MLA of Ward no.113 during 2002-06
regarding the issues/problems in his jurisdiction.

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/203

140

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/206

150

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/209
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/210
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/211
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/212

60

592. Special development fund sanctioned to a councillor of ward 48, in
financial years 2002-05, as mentioned in the application and the
amount sent by him.
593. Reasons for demolishing a public toilet. When was the proposal for
demolishing this was passed by the public authority and if the
proposal wasn’t passed then consequences of violation?
594. Details of the proposal by which laptops were distributed the
officials in the public authority. Number of laptops along with their
costs. Timeframe till when officials are to keep the laptop.
595. Copy of income tax return filed by Delhi Councillors in 2001-02.

60

596. Copy of income tax return filed by Delhi Councillors in 2005-06.

50

597. Copy of income tax return filed by Delhi Councillors in 2006-07.

100

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/213

40

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/214

90

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/215

360

598. The applicant has listed names of some Councillors and has sought
information regarding- fund allotted to them for slum
development in 2006-07, fund utilised by each of them and the list
of works carried by them under slum and JJ development in 200607
599. Attested copy of complete agenda item with approval of standing
committee regarding prosecution sanction granted against AAO
sought by Dy Commissioner of Police.
600. Information regarding the laptops used by Councillors- how many
were returned by them, how many returned cash instead, number
of defaulters, etc. Copies of proposal, decision making process and
acceptance of the laptops.
601. Following information sought regarding the benefits/facilities
availed by a Councillor- salary, monthly expenses for ward,
travelling concessions, DA/TA, rent allowance, electricity bill

41

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/216

360

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/217

144

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/220

200

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/221
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/222

25
150

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/223

180

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/224

60

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/225

70

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/226

240

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/227
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/228

40

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/231

80

50

Information Being Asked for

allowance, pension, fund allocated to a councillor for development
of their area etc.
602. Number of MLAs and Councillors charged for - Fraud, murder,
spouse abuse, extortion, rape, assault, robbery, criminal case etc.
Full list of properties of each MLA/Councillor with their names and
address.
603. What are the stated roles and responsibilities of an MCD
councillor? Is there a process/mechanism of interaction between
councillors and citizens of their ward?, Is one junior engineer
posted in each ward? Copies of relevant sections of MCD
Act/Rules/ Orders to support the response sought in the above
mentioned questions.
604. Information regarding the laptops used by Councillors in the period
2002-07- how many were allotted, duration for which the laptop
was with them, how many returned by them, how many returned
cash instead, number of defaulters, etc. Copies of proposal,
decision making process and acceptance of the laptops.
605. Copy of a particular resolution (reference given) sought. Nothing
else specified.
606. Status of a particular resolution passed in 14/02/2005, orders
passed in relation to it if any. Copies of file notings pertaining to
this resolution.
607. The PA offers pension to widow, widower and handicapped. The
applicant wants to know the age specified to avail such pensions,
the reasons as to why the pensions are disbursed in a politician’s
house or office instead of in a govt. office. Are pension benefits
available for deaf and mute?
608. Copy of the minutes of the standing committee revoking the house
tax assessment under unit area method for the specific period
published in the daily newspaper. Notification issued in regard to
above.
609. An RTI application filed to enquire about the status of another RTI
application filed a month and half back. The applicant had sought a
list of 30 least educated MCD Councillors with their photos, names
and designation.
610. The applicants want to know- if the authority comes under the
central govt., and if so does the central govt rules and regulations
are followed n the PA or not, list of employees made permanent in
the department, the employees of which all department have
received arrears etc.
611. Copies of notification/site plan etc. of regularised colonies in areas
mentioned in the application.
612. Information sought to know which local authority was functioning
in rural abadi area of Singalpur before establishment of MCD in
1957. In which zone was this area located after the establishment
of MCD in 1957 and which zone is it presently located.
613. What are the rules governing the scheme under which widows in
their old age can get pension- criteria to be a beneficiary under this

42

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/232

160

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/233
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/234

40
224

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/235

144

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/236
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/237
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/240
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/242

70
25

Information Being Asked for

scheme, circumstances under which these pensions can be
withdrawn or discontinued.
614. Whether the law bestows upon the municipal commissioner,
powers to amend resolutions passed by MCD (Deliberative Wing).
Which is the authority to whom the municipal commissioner is
accountable? Whether up gradation in scale can be made only by
consulting UPSC and w without the approval of Delhi Govt.?
615. Certified copy of the resolution published in the newspaper.
Reference mentioned.
616. Certified copies of resolution adopted by the Standing Committee
and copy of the interim report of the second municipal valuation
committee.
617. Copies of relevant orders sought regarding- since the delimitation
of wards in 2007, what is the total money available per year to
each councillor under the Councillor funds. Total money available
under a specific account head. Money ear-marked for different
schemes and projects. List of schemes under which the councillor
is given discretionary funds.
618. Copies of two letter mentioned in the application and minutes of
meeting of standing committee.
619. Copy of the agenda of the ward committee meeting held during
the period June 2007 to September 2007
620. Missing-Annexure where the information sought is mentioned.

192

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/243

150

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/244

65

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/245
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/247
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/248

80
40
370

621. Information regarding Hardayal Nigam Pustakalaya-when was it
established, its branches, staff details, appointments from 2003 till
date, details of advt is published with regard to these
appointments, appointments on the basis of recommendations
made by politicians, enquiry (if any) made in this regard.
622. Information sought to know the wards under which two vocational
institutes mentioned in the application come, the name of the
municipal councillor under whose ward Bapu Park in Mangol puri
comes.
623. Total salary paid by Govt to each councillor in Delhi, details of
number and salary of people who can be employed by each
councillor to assist them(if at all), can councillor's own family
members be employed for the above positions.
624. Copies of agenda items and two resolutions pertaining to Squatter
Relocations Scheme and a specific letter of the Commissioner.
625. Official name of a street in Delhi -6.
626. Number of RTI applications received by each PIO, particulars of
unanswered applications, number of first appeals, appeals
accepted and those that were rejected, second appeals,
applications that were accepted and those that were rejected,
names of PIOs who were fined by CIC, total compensation paid by
the PA under section 19 (8) (b)

43

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/249

120

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/ENG/250

276

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/HIN/204
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/HIN/205
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/HIN/208

50
50
250

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/HIN/218
DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/HIN/219

150

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/HIN/229

180

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/HIN/230

150

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/HIN/238

120

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/HIN/239

210

DEL/MCD/2007/BT
/HIN/246

480

160

Information Being Asked for

627. Copy of a specific resolution mentioned in the application and
approved map of Sanwal Nagar, list property, number with names
of assesses o that colony, also requested is the correct number of
property assessed there.
628. Applicant seeks to know the reasons for not routing a certain
decision via standing committee, copy of warning letter to the
Commissioner, copy of proposal (if any) to take action against the
appointment committee. Audio cassettes of the proceedings of the
Appointment committee specifically containing discussions on this
matter and the views expressed by the members of the standing
committee in a meeting is also sought.
629. List of all meetings held between the public authority and standing
committee from 1997 to 2002.
630. Details of the assets declared by all 134 ward councillors in 200607. Nothing else specified.
631. Various benefits/facilities offered to municipal Councillors-salary,
health facility, laptops, expenditure involved in purchase of laptops
etc.
632. Copies of assets declared by two ward Councillors mentioned in
the application.
633. Clarification regarding the procedure to name roads. The
application is specifically enquiring this in the context of Railway
Station Road Nangloi. Was this change in name as per compliance
with the order of standing committee? Basis on which this road
was named. Officials authorised to take such decisions.
634. Information regarding asset declaration by councillors-Is it
mandatory for the councillors to declare their assets under law, if
so then what is the period in which these declarations are to be
made, the list of councillors who have declared their assets,
punishment for defaulters, facilities availed by present councillors.
Information pertains to the present period.
635. What action has been taken on the applicant's earlier applications
(number given) and if no action was taken then the reasons for the
same.
636. Copy of the map of a specific colony demolished by MCD in 1990.
Copy of list of inhabitants in that colony that was submitted to
town planner.
637. Following information sought regarding general vendor
committee- list of all the chairman of the committee, criteria for
membership, can politicians be members of this committee, kind
of representation sought from public in this committee, the official
responsible for selection of the members, the date by which the
chairman will be declared.
638. The applicant wants to know- The basis on which the roads,
buildings have been named since 2002, In 2002-07 how many
ward councillors have not returned their laptop and did not even
pay the required fees, how much money has been spent on all
kinds of meetings held in the PA and under what head have they
been allocated, how many meetings have been held since 2002-07,
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

DEL/MoHA/2008/
AT/ENG/72
DEL/POL/4BN/
2006/SG/ENG/322
DEL/POL/4BN/
2006/SG/ENG/324
DEL/POL/4BN/
2006/SG/HIN/323
DEL/POL/4BN/
2007/SG/ENG/320

198

DEL/POL/4BN/
2007/SG/HIN/321

50

GUJ/HQ/PWD/
2007/AT/ENG/70

150

GUJ/HQ/PWD/
2007/AT/ENG/71

312

GUJ/HQ/PWD/
RAJKOT/2007/AT/
ENG/54
GUJ/HQ/PWD/
RAJKOT/2007/AT/
ENG/55

182

GUJ/HQ/REV/2008
/AT/ENG/52
GUJ/MEH/RD/
2007/ENG/53

95

GUJ/REV/2006/AT
/ENG/56

90

GUJ/REV/2006/AT
/ENG/57

68

Information Being Asked for

how much money has been spent on buying laptops and from
which company have they been bought during the given period.
Were the laptops bought by way of e tendering or any other way?
639. Names of MPs and MLAs holding office of profit and asking about
the procedure of selection of these ministers.

40

640. Status of application in 2006 for the rank of Constable

85

641. Asking for merit status in the examination held for the post of
constable in the Delhi Police

50

642. Status of his examination to apply for the rank of constable in the
Delhi Police, and reason for delay in the result

450

360

56

643. Number of PCR vehicles posted in the North District from 16th20th Sept, 2007, along with names and designations of police
officials, number of police officials on patrol duty, at
Vishwvidyalaya metro station etc.
644. Status of his examination to apply for the rank of constable in the
Delhi Police, and reason for delay in the result for examination
conducted in 2006
645. List of MLAs who went on foreign trip since 1990 - expense, name,
destination, duration of trip, how much has been reimbursed on
bills. Cases stating excess payment without bill. , No. of CAG
reports who have commented on this expense , what actions have
been taken against the MLAs in this regard
646. RTI applications received since 2005 to all PIOs in Roads and
building department, how many were 1st appeals, how many gone
to Info. Commission, has the penalty amount been realised, has
this amount been tken from the personal accounts of PIOs or from
Government account , has the detailed collected report been
submitted to Information commission .
647. No. of deaths occurred due to various reasons in past three years
all over the country.
648. Amount collected from CESS on petrol and diesel, how much was
paid and to whom to construct NH, officers handling the matter,
how much of this amount spent on cars and phones of officers,
what was the total cost of construction.
649. Copy of documents like, death certificate, panchnama, of different
entry no. given by applicant for certifying the given entry nos.
650. Amount allotted by government of India to states for rural work,
amount added by the states , how much was spent by states for all
the schemes under DRDA since 1997 till 2006
651. Copy and status of co order passed by the high court with dates
about the case for demolition of illegal construction on main road
of Veraval and list of fresh illegal construction cases highlighted by
TDO Kotda sangani and DDO Rajkot .
652. Revision petition, stay application, proceeding sheets under a
given case(name mentioned )and adjournment application of an
advocate(name given ).

45

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

KAR/BIJ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/189
KAR/BIJ/RD/2007/
SG/ENG/186
KAR/BIJ/RD/2008/
SG/ENG/185

40

653. Copy of investigation report and entire statement and letter
pertaining to a specific case, number given.

50

654. Whether the amount of Rs. 3,94,463 is deposited or is recovered
as Revenue Recovery from the office

250

Information Being Asked for

655. Relating to road work undertaken by PMGSY, like estimates,
length/width/thickness etc. of the road, along with the drawings
and blueprints. He also asks if a specific plot number will be
affected by the same
656. Information related to the Panchayat Raj departments, basis for
distributing electorally, the districts, reservation details, allocations
of funds from MLAs and MPs for the Panchayats
657. Certified copy of selection order list of Anganwadi workers in the
village of Hinchigeri

KAR/BIJ/RD/2008/
SG/ENG/187

300

KAR/BIJ/WCD/
2007/SG/ENG/188
KAR/BNS/POL/
2007/SG/ENG/181

170

KAR/BNS/POL/
2007/SG/ENG/182

190

KAR/BNS/POL/
2008/SG/ENG/183
KAR/BNS/POL/
2008/SG/ENG/184

110

KAR/DKPUT/REV/2006/SG
/ENG/235
KAR/DKPUT/REV/2007/SG
/ENG/229
KAR/DKPUT/REV/2007/SG
/ENG/230
KAR/DKPUT/REV/2007/SG
/ENG/231
KAR/DKPUT/REV/2007/SG
/ENG/232
KAR/DKPUT/REV/2007/SG
/ENG/234
KAR/DKPUT/REV/2007/SG
/ENG/236

40

661. Details of FIRs registered, chargesheet submitted, bailable and
non-bailable warrants issued under the IPC, Goonda Act for three
specific people (for the last 20 years)
662. Certified copies related to all records of specific case number.

25

663. Copy of deposition dated 08-12-1987

40

664. Copy of order and notice, with specific dates mentioned

80

665. Copy of order and notice, relating to mutation proceedings
specifically mentioned

120

666. Copy of order and notice, relating to mutation proceedings
specifically mentioned.

400

100

658. Number of complaints received in the department, number of
cases accepted from 2000-2007, copies of investigation report on
the basis of which cases haven't been registered.
659. Asks the Police department to take suo moto action against the
mosque in his locality that uses a loudspeaker for namaaz at 5 a.m,
and asks them to look into the matter
660. Copies of all documents pertaining to the 21 suicide cases of
women due to burning.

80

667. Copy of extract of survey of his village, for the year before 1980

30

668. Certified copies related to all records of specific case number.
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number
KAR/DKPUT/REV/2007/SG
/ENG/237
KAR/DKPUT/REV/2007/SG
/ENG/238
KAR/DKPUT/REV/2008/SG
/ENG/233
KAR/HQ/POL.C/
2008/SG/ENG/239

Length
words

Information Being Asked for

30

669. Certified copies related to all records of specific case number.

30

670. Certified copies related to all records of specific case number.

180

671. Copy of complaint, statement, order and notice, relating to
mutation proceedings specifically mentioned.

190

672. Asks if the Koramangala Police Station is aware of the 'menace' of
'hijras' (transgenders) in the area, and if their presence has been
noted and recorded, also asks for records of how many
transgenders have been arrested for 'harassing the public'
673. Number of cases of suicide by burning committed by women in the
city, along with details.

KAR/HQ/POL.C/
2008/SG/ENG/240
KAR/HQ/POL.E/
2006/SG/ENG/222

70

KAR/HQ/POL.E/
2006/SG/ENG/223

75

KAR/HQ/POL.E/20
07/SG/ENG/224

90

KAR/HQ/POL.E/
2007/SG/ENG/225

180

KAR/HQ/POL.E/
2008/SG/ENG/226

200

KAR/HQ/POL.E
2008/SG/ENG/227

210

KAR/HQ/POL.E/20
08/SG/ENG/228

200

KAR/HQ/POL/2005
/SG/ENG/241

75

KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/242
KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/243

40

40

60

674. Copy of the order declaring a road as a no-parking zone, along with
reasons for the Police not having imposed their own order in a
locality in Bangalore
675. Assets and liability declaration of one sub-inspector, copy of his
driving licence, copy of notification of declaring no-parking on a
road in Bangalore
676. Why there has been no action taken against the number plates on
vehicles that don't conform with the Motor Vehicles Act, and
whether any action is proposed now
677. Names of traffic policemen on duty in Hosur Road on 11 April,
between a specific time, who gave a parking permit to some
private buses, lists of parking tickets issued wrongly between the
same time.
678. Appropriate office that needs to accept her FIR, whether the Police
Commissioner would intervene and if she should file a fresh
complaint regarding a road accident she met with.
679. Copy of procedure followed by Traffic Police in erecting road
bumps, copies of documents relating to all details of road bumps
on BTM layout, copies showing records of fatal/non-fatal accidents
by the traffic police.
680. Asking for rechecked information, as the information sent by the
Traffic Police in response to his previous RTI application (where he
asked for the total number of deaths due to traffic accidents in
2006) was incorrect and incomplete
681. Certified copy of the entire case file in respect of the murder of
Indian National Trade Union Congress Union President, between
the year 1991-1992
682. Complaint copy of one Mr. K.B. Gowda, and all other documents
related to the same
683. Copy of FIR filed in connection with the death of her husband,
present status of the case, names of persons arrested so far
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/244

160

KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/245
KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/246

45

KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/247
KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/248
KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/249
KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/250
KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/251
KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/252

60

KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/253
KAR/HQ/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/254

80

80
1000

684. Asks why a suicide note was not attached to the FIR in the case of
the suicide of the then Dy. Commissioner of Police, and whether
his body was sent to England.
685. Certified copy of inspection report of a complaint he had lodged,
crime number mentioned
686. Present status of crime number 850/2001 whether NBW was
issued against the culprit, and name and designation of Police
officer entrusted with the NBW
687. Copy of charges against a constable who was suspended on the
charges of dereliction of duty and misbehaving
688. Copy of his complaint under Section 420 of the IPC with the Police,
and a copy of the chargesheet opinion of the ADP and DDP
689. Copy of NBW against her husband, status of investigation at
present, reason for the delay.

110

690. Certified copy related to the proceedings and settlements arrived
at between him and the complainant on a case.

220

691. Status of his FIR and also the reason for the delay

180

692. Copy of the FIR and the investigation report and the details of
what happened to a young boy who died in a hospital, after he and
his mother consumed sleeping pills when not allowed to meet a
Guru
693. Copy of his police complaint in a land acquisition case

75
190

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/255

120

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/256
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/257

35

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/258
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/259

60

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/260
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/261

40

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/262

Information Being Asked for

80

50

120

30

694. Copy of her FIR filed regarding loss of records, name and
designation of investigating officer, whether the loss of records is a
cognizable offence
695. Asks for the status of his application for compensation for a victim
of road accidents, along with copies of complaints, P.M report,
enquiry report
696. Copy of FIR, enquiry report, PM report, final report in the matter of
the death of a particular individual, name given
697. Requests status of his previous application, and writes that in case
it reached the wrong Public Authority, it may please be transferred
to the correct one
698. Copy of complaint filed against him at the Kengeri Police Station
699. Number of cases regarding the peddling and possession of
narcotics, along with the number of cases of arrests made with
respect to the same
700. Copies of complaints registered by three different individuals
701. Copy of action taken report and inspection of connected files in
the case registered by the President of Karnataka State Anti-Liquor
Committee
702. Copy of FIR and final report, cases mentioned
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/263
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/264
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/265
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/266
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/267
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/268

20

703. Copy of the letters dated 30-12-2006 addressed to Dy.
Commissioner and Tehsildar

50

704. If any police complaint has been registered against him, and if yes,
then copies of the complaints and the FIRs

50

705. Certified copies of all documents pertaining to a specific case
number, as mentioned.

75

706. Copies of all documents pertaining to a case he filed against an
individual

30

707. Copies of records (specific number mentioned) along with
inspection of related documents

80

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/269
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/270
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/271
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/272

60

708. Inspection and copies of documents related to the classifications of
complaints and procedures, procedure to deal with complaints,
guidelines, documents involved, time frames and violations
709. What action has been taken with respect to his complaint (life and
liberty clause)along with note-sheets, reasons for not taking action

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/273
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/274
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/275

45

Information Being Asked for

90

710. Copies of all disciplinary actions taken in context to a case filed for
the eradication of liquor from the State

90

711. Copies of all disciplinary actions taken in context to a case filed for
the eradication of liquor from the State

60

712. Copy of complete case in respect of a criminal case, including all
records and statements, chargesheets. Also, copy of the dying
declaration made by the man in question
713. Copies of all documents related to a complaint made, in which he
has also given a statement

60
130

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/276

150

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/277
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/278

30
260

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/279

70

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/280

435

714. Complete details of complaints received against Police Officers and
the action taken against them during the year 2006
715. Copy of all complaints received and registered and inquiry report
against 25 members, list of Peace Committee Members who filed
the case.
716. Copies of all documents regarding a case against a particular
individual, with special focus on the first complaint made against
him
717. Copy of the final report submitted in the complaint by Kendra
Upadyara Sangha to Dy Commissioner of Police
718. Whether any special cell has been formed by the Bangalore Police
to entertain complaints related to intellectual property theft and
infringement of copyright, requesting the department to issue
order to take action against Hathway Cables for copyright
infringement
719. Complete details of the cases registered in Karnataka State and
details of arrests and punishments meted out to those accused of
being involved in stealing and smuggling of idols from 1987-2007
720. Asking the PIO to interfere in the matter of his case against an
individual, and asking the concerned police officer to furnish the
required information
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/281

40

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/282
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/283

150

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/284
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/285

100

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/286
KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/287

10

KAR/HQ/POL/2007
/SG/ENG/288
KAR/MNG/REV/
2005/SG/ENG/193

200

110

100

75
250

KAR/MNG/REV/
2006/SG/ENG/197
KAR/MNG/REV/
2006/SG/ENG/198
KAR/MNG/REV/
2007/SG/ENG/194
KAR/MNG/REV/20
07/SG/ENG/196
KAR/MNG/REV/
2008/SG/ENG/195

225

MAH/PWD/2005/
AT/ENG/63

77

MAH/PWD/2006/
AT/ENG/62

26

MAH/PWD/2006/
AT/ENG/64
MAH/PWD/2007/
AT/ENG/67

28

35
170

Information Being Asked for

721. Complete details about cases that were filed against guilty police
officers who were responsible for lock-up deaths, fake encounters
and 3rd degree torture from 1987-2007
722. Asks why his earlier email applications haven't been responded to
723. Registers a grievance against a cell-phone dealer in Mysore for
selling fake Nokia cell-phones, also asks what the police is doing in
the case
724. Date wise, person wise, procedure wise status of his previous RTI
applications and police complaint
725. Copies of present and past rowdy sheet register and
documents/records maintained against a particular individual,
along with information about all criminal cases filed against the
same individual
726. Copy of inspection report on a complaint he filed
727. Copies of all action reports on his complaints against Trustees of a
temple in Bangalore, also copies of all correspondence related to
the same case
728. Asking if there is any case filed against him by his wife and if there
is, he asks to furnish details
729. Copies of govt orders related to rehabilitation and resettlement
benefits given to families affected by the acquisition of land for
naval base project, and copy of report of Survey Team that visited
said land
730. Copy of letter number LND/PDR/106/0607 of Deputy
Commissioner to Assistant Commissioner
731. Certified copies of specific document mentioned, pertaining to a
case in a village, along with copies of the HC order.
732. Details regarding the taking over of land, copies of documents
relating to the transfer of the project to the PWD

85

733. Certified copies of the extract of the entry made in the dispatch
register maintained by the office for a notice sent to her.

40

734. Certified copies of documents related to the deed of special
powers of attorney, along with sketch (case number 87/20072008)
735. From construction till date - cost of expense for bridge across
Dharmanter Creek, mount collected from toll till now and till when
the toll needs to be charged by Patwardhan infrastructure Pvt. Ltd.
736. Annual budget for maintenance of Khopoli and Pen State highway,
money spent in last 2 years along with the officers and engineers
responsible for up-keep of the road .
737. When were the Repair work carried out on Smarak road, in Raigad
district from 1998-2005.

50

738. copies of all papers , notes, minutes, courts decision from Issuance
of arbitration notice on compensation towards loss of toll due to
opening of new approach to Ispat factory from NH-17

50

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

MAH/PWD/2008/
AT/ENG/65

48

MAH/PWD/2008/
AT/ENG/66

130

MAH/RAI/POL/200
7/AT/ENG/68

220

MAH/RAI/POL/
2007/AT/ENG/69

120

MAH/WCD/2006/
AT/ENG/58

42

MAH/WCD/2006/
AT/ENG/59
MAH/WCD/2007/
AT/ENG/60

169

MAH/WCD/2008/
AT/ENG/61
ODI/HQ/PWD/
2006/BT/ENG/465

144

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2006/BT/ENG/476

50

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2006/BT/ENG/477
ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/453

20

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/454

135

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/455

60

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/456

130

48

125

40

Information Being Asked for

739. All documents like correspondence notes, Minutes of the meeting,
reports, statistical data , legal matters , orders from various
authorities in respect of Collection of toll on ' TUM-TUM' used for
construction of two lane bridge across Dharamtar Creek since 5-22001 till date of application
740. Reasons for changing alignment of Chiner-Sai-Kharpada road ,
name of the person with who's consent this decision was taken.
And were the traffic conditions taken into consideration
741. Information Regarding FIR against a person (name given ) on 12-82007 and 11-8-2007 , action taken by police on the same or not
and if there has been any delay in taking any action , has the copy
of FIR supplied to the complainant
742. Name and address of the person who took possession of the dead
bodies of the family who died in Matheran on 6-7-2007, copy of
acknowledgement made when the bodies were handed over by
Matheran police station and copy of any other records that relate
to handing over of the bodies.
743. How much Budget allocated for the WCD dept. how much
allocated for children institutions , scheme wise information 20002005 along with name of secretaries responsible.
744. Total no. of adoptions- a state wise break up under different acts.
From 1/1/2000 to 31/12/2005
745. Names of Committee and members who manage the balwadi,
details of funds by govt. as monthly grants. And monthly expenses
of committee of balwadi.
746. Data Records of attendance management system of all employees
of all depts. From 2005 to 2007
747. The applicant wants to know information on buildings executed in
Bargarh - Details of turn over on water proofing, name of firms to
whom orders were issued, copies of govt rate contract orders,
details of measurement on which payments have been made.
748. During the year 1996-97, total bills has not been disbursed to him
and he would like to know as to how long he will have to wait for
this payment.
749. Tenders received, lowest tender detail and copy of estimate.
Nothing else has been specified.
750. Copies of correspondences made from works department to
finance department for getting finance occurrence for posting of JE
(civil) on contractual basis. (2005-07)
751. Action taken on the representation dated 15-03-2004 of the
applicant's 7 clients regarding inclusion of their names at the
appropriate place of Gradation list of Asst. Engineer, Civil Works
dept.
752. Documentary evidence regarding non-payment of commutation.
Gratuity, regular pension of the applicant. The reason for nonsanction of pensionary benefits and probable date of finalisation.
753. Action taken upon the instruction of Hon'ble Minister
ST/SC/OBC/Minority Development for the promotion of ST/SC
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/457

45

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/458

70

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/459
ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/460
ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/463
ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/464
ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/466
ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/467
ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/468
ODI/HQ/PWD/200
7/BT/ENG/469
ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/470

50
30
240

Information Being Asked for

Asst. Engineers in the Works dept. Copies of certain documents in
this regard are requested (mentioned in the application)
754. Following information sought regarding- roads of new and old
capital maintained by the works dept. Also, the applicant wants to
know if all the crossings of Capital City's roads with the national
highways be covered by the overbridges.
755. Following Information about details of old town-Kjandagiri square
2lane/4 lane road under construction- Name of construction firm,
contractor, date of beginning and completion of work, width of the
road etc.
756. Action taken on the D.G. Police's report on traffic issues in
Bhubaneshwar.
757. Reasons for the delay in repair work of a unit. Reference given.
758. Reasons as to why no action has been taken on an official, in
respect of her irregularity at work.

70

759. The applicant wants to know about a road on National HighwayPlot nos., total estimated amount, official executing the project.

45

760. Action taken on an order issued by tribunal in a case (reference
given)

50

761. Action taken on the letter (reference given) regarding settlement
of SVP objection in respect of a case.

50

762. Action taken on an order passed by OAT. Copy of complete notes
and correspondences in this regard.

30

763. Copies of schedule of rates in the year 1974 to 1984.

240

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/471

60

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/472

130

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/474

75

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2007/BT/ENG/475

145

ODI/HQ/PWD/
2008/BT/ENG/461

60

764. Expenditure amount disbursed year wise on CLR matter from
1997- 2007- how much expenditure is already paid, in pursuance
of which orders the S.E.s and executive engineers are empowered
to undertake such expenditure, reasons for creating CLR etc.
765. Opinion given by law dept. and proceeding on the subject matter
(reference given) of EMD return of Tomka Toll Gate on a road
mentioned.
766. Sanctioned cadre strength of Asst engineers, roster register
maintained by works dept. for AEs, year wise block lock position of
SC/ST AEs from 1990-2007 and year wise vacancy position of AEs
from 1990-2007.
767. Regarding DLR/I.DLRS matter and applicability of judgement of
Court (case number mentioned). For the period 1989-2007.
Missing-Annexure where the information sought is mentioned.
768. Maintenance work executed in the applicant's case in March 2006total allotment funds, amount spent, item wise work executed,
date of work beginning and end etc.
769. Copy of file notings and correspondences (reference number
given) regarding the case of an official who was discriminated in
the case of pay fixation.
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Compiler's initials /
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ODI/HQ/PWD/
2008/BT/ENG/462

180

ODI/KAL/POL/2006
/SG/ENG/317
ODI/KAL/POL/2008
/SG/ENG/318
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2005/BT/ENG/447
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2006/BT/ENG/441
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2006/BT/ENG/442
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2006/BT/ENG/443
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2006/BT/ENG/444

40

Information Being Asked for

770. Details of tender notices and process (if any) relating to the
allotment of work regarding widening of road (mentioned), details
of process by which present work was allotted to a certain
consultant, reasons for granting the same to him.
771. Copy of letter issued by an individual, name given, and addressed
to the office of Lokpal, Orissa. Number given

30

772. Copy of FIRs and inquiry reports for specific cases, numbers given

25

773. Whereabouts of medicine bill and its payment thereof. Nothing
else specified.

55

774. Information about the agreement no./ work order for the work
'improvement of Purunapara Route', Bhawanipatna

30

775. Copy of all documents pertaining to a tender (reference given).

40

776. Information under section 4(1)(b)(i) to (xvii)

ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2006/BT/ENG/445
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2006/BT/ENG/446
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2006/BT/ENG/450
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2006/BT/ENG/451

20

777. Information regarding improvement of road mentioned in the
application-Detailed estimate including reports, analysis of rates,
schedule of quantities, lead statement, technical specifications,
special terms and conditions etc.
778. Copy of estimate of 'Improvement to B.K, road'

50

779. Improvement Bhawanipatna, Khariar road.

30

780. Work done certificate for the last five years- 2000 to 2005. (Not
clear what is being asked)

80

ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/423

280

ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/424
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/425
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/426

40

781. The reasons for stopping one PMGSY road. Action taken on
officials responsible for the delay. Time limit for completion of
project.
782. With regard to expenditure from the state exchequer, the
applicant would like to know- Whether the finance dept. advised
Works dept. to disburse the revenue expenditure on the amount
towards Form 22., the orders of Finance deptt.in this regard, total
money sanctioned and paid to Works dept.
783. Copy of agreement with analysis of rate for different items for the
construction of Sanskruti Bahwan at Bahawanipatna.

ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/428
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/429

100

40
160

69

784. Regarding Old Inn Bridge at Bhangbari- Copy of store indane copy,
bill copy, M.B. Entry copy.
785. Information regarding construction sites- Number of M.S. steel
door and steel window fitted in these sites and the copy of M.B.
entry of the above work.
786. Missing-Annexure where the information sought is mentioned.
787. List of roads and bridges in Orissa which have been notified for
collection toll from road users with following information- Name of
road/bridges, Toll notification no., total cost of construction, Toll

53

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/430

270

ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/432

60

ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/433

45

ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/434

55

ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/435

37

ODI/KAL/PWDII/2007/BT/ENG/4
36
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/437
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/438

40

ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/440
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2007/BT/ENG/452
ODI/KAL/PWD-II/
2008/BT/ENG/422
ODI/KAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/105

56

ODI/KAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/106

60

ODI/KAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/107
ODI/KAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/108

22

Information Being Asked for

amount collected till 31/12/2006 ad whether Toll is being collected
as on 31/12/2006
788. Regarding regularization of D.L.R persons against vacant posts and
implementation of guidelines of Finance Dept. by the Works Dept.Number of candidates already appointed in the Circles under RA
scheme, Whether the Works depp sought concurrence from the
Finance dept., number of DLRs getting equal work for equal pay.
Certified copies of orders mentioned.
789. CRF motor to Jaipatna- details sought regarding estimates,
agreement copy, criteria of work, required machinery and
equipments.
790. The applicant wants to know the measurement for the
construction work of improvement to a road (mentioned) as
recorded in the measurement book .
791. Clarification sought to know whether the state govt has granted
special concessions to contractors belonging to SC/ST categories to
enable them compete with general caste contractors for
construction of govt buildings and other projects of the PWD. List
of contractors belonging to SC/ST sought.
792. Total amount spent on work executed by a contractor (name
mentioned) in respect of improvement of Purunapada road, out of
Rs.1185
793. Copy of estimate with regard to improvement of a certain road for
the period 2003-04 and 2004-05.

25

794. Progress report (financial and physical) of February 2007.

55

795. Bidding amount tendered by two contractors (names mentioned)
with respect to a case (file number given) along with terms and
conditions of contract and necessary documents submitted by
them.
796. Copy of permission given by authority to publish tender call notice
(reference given) in a particular newspaper.

50

797. Copy of estimate and final bill of two construction works
mentioned in the application.

50

798. FDR report for Turkel Bridge 2006-07

56

799. Various information like analysis of rates, head statement , length
of th road and drawing of the road under different package nos.
(given ) under the PMGSY works
800. Various information like analysis of rates, head statement , length
of the road and drawing of the road under different package nos.
(given ) under the PMGSY works
801. Head statements of various package nos. (mentioned in the RTI )
under the PMGSY works

35

802. Name and address of the J.Es and AE s and the contractors in
charge of the various packages (nos. mentioned) and the amount
paid to the contractors for the work till the date of application.

54

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ODI/KAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/109

26

ODI/KAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/110

30

ODI/KAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/111

30

ODI/KAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/112

35

ODI/KAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/113

30

ODI/KAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/114

30

ODI/KAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/115
ODI/KAL/RD/2006/
AT/ENG/116
ODI/KAL/RD/2007/
AT/ENG/10
ODI/KAL/RD/2007/
AT/ENG/11
ODI/KAL/RD/2007/
AT/ENG/12
ODI/KAL/RD/2007/
AT/ENG/13
ODI/KAL/RD/2007/
AT/ENG/14
ODI/KAL/RD/2007/
AT/ENG/8
ODI/KAL/RD/2007/
AT/ENG/9
ODI/KAL/RD/2008/
AT/ENG/117

10

ODI/KAL/RD/2008/
AT/ENG/118

56

27
9

Information Being Asked for

803. RTI for inspection of reports by senior officials and the information
on the action taken if faults were found in the different packages
(nos. mentioned ) under the PMGSY works
804. Date of commencement and completion of the work , details of
physical and financial progress till date of application regarding the
work of package no. (given ) under PMGSy work and name and
address of the J.Es and AE s
805. Details of physical and financial progress till date of application
regarding the work of package no. (given ) under PMGSy work ,
name and address of the J.Es and AE s , Detailed copy of inspection
report and compliance report
806. Details of physical and financial progress till date of application
regarding the work of package no. (given ) under PMGSy work ,
name and address of the J.Es and AE s , Detailed copy of inspection
report and compliance report
807. Details of physical and financial progress till date of application
regarding the work of package no. (given ) under PMGSy work ,
name and address of the J.Es and AEs, Detailed copy of inspection
report and compliance report excluding on 23/3/2006
808. Details of physical and financial progress till date of application
regarding the work of package no. (given ) under PMGSy work ,
name and address of the J.Es and AEs, Detailed copy of inspection
report and compliance report
809. All the information under SECTION 4 of the RTI act for Rural Works
Division, Bhawanipatna
810. Copy of reply of the Executive Eng. of P IV to the allegations made
on specific dates (given) by a person (name mentioned )
811. Flood damage report , July 2006 by RD

16

812. Amount of payment for the repair work at doctor's quarter at
Pasti Kudi for 2004-2005

30

813. Execution of PMGSY works pertaining to construction of road
between Gadiajore and Parla 2004-2006

46

814. Status of the surface of the R.D road under PMGSY in 5th and 4th
phase (2005-2006-2007)

28

815. Name and length of roads constructed under PMGSY in phase 3, 4
and 5 which have WBM surface and black topped surface

21

816. Copy of Asst. District agriculture building, copy of bill and M.B.
entry of bills from 1/3/1993 to 31/8/1993

47

817. Under NH201, total measurement and work done on MB no. -3067
and the payment made for the same.

58

818. Various information like analysis of rates, head statement , length
of th road and drawing of the road under different package nos.
(given ) under the PMGSY works
819. Various information like analysis of rates, head statement, length
of th road and drawing of the road under different package nos.

55

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ODI/KAL/RD/2008/
AT/ENG/119

60

ODI/KAL/RD/2008/
AT/ENG/120
ODI/KAL/REV/2006
/BT/ENG/389
ODI/KAL/REV/2006
/BT/ENG/390
ODI/KAL/REV/2006
/BT/ENG/391
ODI/KAL/REV/2006
/BT/ENG/392
ODI/KAL/REV/2006
/BT/ENG/393

38

Information Being Asked for

(given ) under the PMGSY works and name and address of the J.Es
and AE s
820. Various information like analysis of rates, head statement , length
of the road and drawing of the road under different package nos.
(given ) under the PMGSY works and name and address of the J.Es
and AE s and technical personnel
821. Copy of letter of intimation of mobilisation sent by executive
engineer to SQC

30

822. Copy of Shakti cell (Women's grievance cell) order sheet.
Reference number given.

10

823. Copy of a letter mentioned in the application.

20

824. Attested copy of a letter. Reference given.

25

825. Copy of an order of collector, Kalahandi to witheld the gratuity
amount of a person (name given)

520

ODI/KAL/REV/2007
/BT/ENG/395
ODI/KAL/REV/2007
/BT/ENG/398

40

ODI/KAL/REV/2007
/BT/ENG/399

50

ODI/KAL/REV/2007
/BT/ENG/402
ODI/KAL/REV/2007
/BT/ENG/407
ODI/KAL/REV/2007
/BT/ENG/418
ODI/KAL/REV/2007
/BT/ENG/419
ODI/KAL/REV/2007
/BT/ENG/420
ODI/KAL/REV/2008
/BT/ENG/413
ODI/KAL/REV/2008
/BT/ENG/415
ODI/KAL/REV/2008
/BT/ENG/416

30

30

826. Various information regarding DPC- rate of paddy fixed by govt.,
paddy procured by DPC directly from farmers or millers, paddy
procurement register, quantity of rice procured each DPC,
electricity meter reading before and after milling.
827. Information under section 4(1)(b)(i) to (xvii)
828. Report of Kesinga Tehasildar and sub-collector Bhawanipatna in
relation to NOC issued by collector Kalahandi. Memo number
given.
829. Copy of joint verification report of acquired and un-acquired
portion of land in connection with 80 CPC notice served on behalf
of an individual (name given) and others of village Ranibahar along
with a letter issued by ADM.
830. List with names and addresses of newly appointed sarpanch, G.P.
wise of Kalahandi distt after 2007 election.

45

831. Inquiry report of sub-collector, Dibrugarh and Tahasildar, Jaiputana
after Complaint filed to Collector Kalahandi by the applicant.

20

832. Copy of order sheet of Shakti cell. Date of the order given.

30

833. Copy of letters issued by collector Kalahandi regarding land
acquisition. Reference given.

40

834. Status of his application for renewal of his arms license (number
given). Reasons for delay and prescribed period for renewal.

40

835. Information about Vasundhara Yojana- total number of applicant
applied, total beneficiaries facilitated tehasil wise.

20

836. Inquiry report on Tehasildar Sadan. Reference number given

25

837. Information about 'AVIYAN', a registered society- registration
certificate, memorandum of association, bye laws of association.

56

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ODI/KAL/REV/2008
/BT/ENG/421

35

ODI/KAL/REV/BT/
ENG/385
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/290
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/291
ODI/KAL/REVI/2006/BT/ENG/29
2
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/293
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/297

60

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/298

30

ODI/KAL/REVI/2006/BT/ENG/30
1
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/303
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/307
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/308
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/311
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/312
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/313

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/314

Information Being Asked for

838. Information about Kalahandi Consumer Welfare OrganisationCertified copy of registration certificate, Memorandum of
Association and bye-laws.
839. Detail report of departmental proceedings involving few officials
(name given). Case reference given.

20

840. Status of case filed under section 28 A of L A Act by an individual
(name given). Case number mentioned.

20

841. Status of case filed under section 28 A of L A Act by an individual
(name given). Case number mentioned.

20

842. Status of case filed under section 28 A of L A Act by an individual
(name given). Case number mentioned.

20

843. Copy of a memo. Reference number given.

30

844. Copy of complaints filed against the PRI members for 'Two Child
Norm'- name and address of PRI members, Complainant details
and action taken.
845. Information sought on distribution of PDS rice and kerosene oil in
the application in two locations mentioned. (It is not specifically
mentioned as to what he wants)During period 11-04-2005 to 1511-2005 and 1-11-2004 to 3-04-2005
846. No information sought. No mention of annexure too but fee is
paid.

60

847. Details of enquiry report on the petition filed against a Sarpanch of
Utkela.

70

848. Enquiry report of BDO, Narla on the allegation made by MLA,
Narla. Action taken thereof.

60

849. Copy of orders sought regarding imposition of market rent on
Govt. quarters. Reference given.

70

850. Request for the photocopy of PDS copy given by CSO. Also
requested a copy of off-take and allotment copy of every BDO for
every GPs and SHGs.
851. Certified copy of entire order sheet in a specific case. Reference
given.

40
150

150

852. Information sought from BDO, Golmunda-Request for a copy of
PDS copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and
allotment copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of
off-take by different agents and wholesalers against the allotment
given by CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.
853. Information sought from BDO, Narla-Request for a copy of PDS
copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and allotment
copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of off-take by
different agents and wholesalers against the allotment given by
CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.

57

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/315

150

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/316

150

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/317

150

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/318

150

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/319

150

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/320

150

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/321

150

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/322

150

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/323

150

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/324
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/325

40
20

Information Being Asked for

854. Information sought from BDO, Karlamunda-Request for a copy of
PDS copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and
allotment copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of
off-take by different agents and wholesalers against the allotment
given by CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.
855. Information sought from BDO, Th. Rampur-Request for a copy of
PDS copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and
allotment copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of
off-take by different agents and wholesalers against the allotment
given by CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.
856. Information sought from BDO, M. Rampur-Request for a copy of
PDS copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and
allotment copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of
off-take by different agents and wholesalers against the allotment
given by CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.
857. Information sought from BDO, Junagarh-Request for a copy of PDS
copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and allotment
copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of off-take by
different agents and wholesalers against the allotment given by
CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.
858. Information sought from BDO, Dharamgarh-Request for a copy of
PDS copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and
allotment copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of
off-take by different agents and wholesalers against the allotment
given by CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.
859. Information sought from BDO, Koksara-Request for a copy of PDS
copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and allotment
copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of off-take by
different agents and wholesalers against the allotment given by
CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.
860. Information sought from BDO, Jaipatna-Request for a copy of PDS
copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and allotment
copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of off-take by
different agents and wholesalers against the allotment given by
CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.
861. Information sought from BDO, Kalampur-Request for a copy of PDS
copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and allotment
copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of off-take by
different agents and wholesalers against the allotment given by
CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.
862. Information sought from BDO, Kesinga-Request for a copy of PDS
copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and allotment
copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of off-take by
different agents and wholesalers against the allotment given by
CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.
863. List of MC members of Saraswati Shishu mandir.
864. Copy of a document regarding Nilamdhaba Sanskrutic Anusthan
Naktigida. Reference given.

58

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/326
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/327
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/328
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/329
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/330

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/331
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/332
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/333

Length
words

Information Being Asked for

20

865. Copy of a bye-law. Reference given.

20

866. Copy of a bye-law. Reference given.

30

867. Copy of minutes of the Mahila Mandol meeting held on
29/01/2006 in Markripada village

60

868. Information for the period 2002-2006, on revised lay-out of
residential plot and land.

220

10
40
150

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/334

60

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/335

150

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/336
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/363
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/364

40

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/365
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/366
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/367

869. Information regarding D.P.C 2005-06 of civil supply dept. of
Kalahandi- name of farmers from whom paddy is being purchased,
date of purchase, cash payment through term cheque/cash,
voucher of the gunny bags, transportation cost in transporting
paddy and rice etc.
870. Result published about Maripada AWC. Nothing else mentioned.
871. Copy of a specific letter from sub collector, Dharamagarh to
collector, Kalahandi.
872. Information sought from BDO, Bhawanipatna-Request for a copy
of PDS copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and
allotment copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of
off-take by different agents and wholesalers against the allotment
given by CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.
873. Grievance cell enquiry report of Subcollector Dharamgarh
communicated in letter mentioned in the application alongwith
letter from Tahasildar, Junagarh relating to the applicants' landed
property
874. Information sought from BDO, Lanjigarh-Request for a copy of PDS
copy given by CSO. Also requested a copy of off-take and allotment
copy of every BDO for every GPs and SHGs. And copy of off-take by
different agents and wholesalers against the allotment given by
CSO and the copy of G.P.s taken by them.
875. Status of a case filed under section 28 A of LA Act. Case reference
number given.

30

876. Copy of letters relating to judicial section issued by ADM
Kalahandi. Letter numbers mentioned.

50

30

877. Copy of joint verification report of acquired and un-acquired
portion of land in connection with 80 CPC notice served on behalf
of an individual (name given) and others of village Ranibahar along
with a letter issued by ADM.
878. Attested copy of a letter. Reference given.

20

879. Order sheet of Shakti cell. Date mentioned.

30

880. Copy of the letter of Revenue officer, Collectorate Kalahandi.
Reference number given.

59

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/368
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2006/BT/ENG/370
ODI/KAL/REVI/2007/BT/ENG/30
4
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/305
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/309
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/310
ODI/KAL/REVI/2007/BT/ENG/34
8
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/349

Length
words

30

Information Being Asked for

881. Details of Vedanta Alumina Ltd. Lanjigarh- name of
households,plot no., area acquired. Details of Govt land with Kisam
of Vedanta Alumina Ltd. Project report of Vedanata Alumina Ltd.
882. Status of case filed under section 28 A of L A Act by an individual
(name given). Case number mentioned.
883. Incomplete application

15

884. Copy of final order. Reference given.

60

885. Copy of orders sought regarding imposition of market rent on
Govt. quarters. Reference given.

60

886. Details of enquiry reports on the petition filed against a Sarpanch
and secretary.

30

887. Copy of service book of the applicant's father.

50

888. Action taken on appointment of census retrenched employees
who have been appointed by the collector, Kalahandi as junior
clerks during census 2001 in general and misc section of
collectorate, Kalahandi and different Tehasil offices of Kalahandi
distt. Appointment order number given.
889. Action taken on appointment of census retrenched employees
who have been appointed by the collector, Kalahandi as junior
clerks during census 2001 in general and misc section of
collectorate, Kalahandi and different Tehasil offices of Kalahandi
distt. Appointment order number given.
890. Action taken on appointment of census retrenched employees
who have been appointed by the collector, Kalahandi as junior
clerks during census 2001 in general and misc section of
collectorate, Kalahandi and different Tehasil offices of Kalahandi
distt.
891. Copy of a specific bill of July 2005 Reference given. Nothing else
mentioned.

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/350

50

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/351

50

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/353
ODI/KAL/REVI/2007/BT/ENG/35
4
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/355

20

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/357
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/358
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/359

30

50

892. Copy of all order sheets with office note and two police verification
report of an individual (name given) in a case. Case reference
number given.

50

893. Copy of all order sheets with office note and two police verification
report of an individual (name given in a case. Case reference
number given.
894. List with names and addresses of newly appointed sarpanch, G.P.
wise of Kalahandi distt after 2007 election.

40

895. Certified copies of bye laws and registration certificate of NGO
named as 'HOPE'

30

896. Details of a particular order passed by ADM Kalahandi. Only order
number mentioned.

60

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/360

70

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/361
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/362

40

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2007/BT/ENG/371
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2008/BT/ENG/337

20

40

220

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2008/BT/ENG/338

60

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2008/BT/ENG/339
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2008/BT/ENG/340

70

ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2008/BT/ENG/341
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2008/BT/ENG/342
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2008/BT/ENG/343
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2008/BT/ENG/344
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
2008/BT/ENG/347
ODI/KAL/REV-I/
BT/ENG/306
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2006/SG/ENG/305
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2006/SG/ENG/306
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2006/SG/ENG/307
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2006/SG/ENG/308

Information Being Asked for

897. Requested official letter (number mentioned) on clarification of
caste categorisation of 'Marwadi Baniya' vide memo no.1305
dated 02-07-2003 by Addl. Distt. Magistrate, Kalahandi.
898. List of all NGOs committee with names of president or director in
Kalahandi distt.
899. All order sheet with the office of rejection arm license of two
individuals (name given). And number of persons whose license
has been cancelled and number of persons whose licenses are
under consideration.
900. Names and addresses of Indian Bikas Mahila Mandal SHG office
bearers.
901. Information regarding recruitment examination of junior clerks of
1999- Copy of advt of recruitment exam in 1996, 1997 and 1999,
name and address of the candidates who applied for this exam in
response to the advt in 1996, 1997 and 1999. Number of
successful candidates, those who appeared for the test, reasons
for delay in declaring result etc.
902. Copy of abeyance order of RDC on account of recruitment of Jr.
Clerks held in 1999 and copy of file for the recruitment exam of Jr.
Clerks held in 1999.
903. Status of application on the enquiry report on the applicants' case.

40

904. Copy of a specific letter by Dy Collector Establishment regarding
data entry of services. Also, information on successful bidder with
address of the mentioned tender.
905. Missing-Annexure where the information sought is mentioned.
Subject-Type test for the post of LDC.

50

906. Statement of an official (name mentioned) in connection with
department case (reference number given)

130

907. Meeting proceedings of D.P.C. of the head clerk for the year 2007
and 2008.

80

30

908. Bio data of scheduled tribe’s employees from 1987-2008.Certified
copy of roster point register of all category of post in prescribed
format.
909. Copy of 1998 payslip of a Sr. clerk from judicial dept.

15

910. Copy of final order. Reference given.

25

911. Name of contractor, costs, bill amount, etc. details of construction
of canal road from Lock Bridge to Santoshi Bridge

20

912. Total expenditure on the construction of Jamboo-Marshashai road

240
75

913. Complete details of non-planned allotments and liabilities of the
Division on road and building works from the year 1999-2007
914. Year wise amount spent on Icchapur-Chhaghria road from 20002006, nature of works done, involvement of foreign agencies to get
the work done
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

Information Being Asked for

ODI/KEN/PWD/
2006/SG/ENG/309
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2007/SG/ENG/294
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2007/SG/ENG/295
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2007/SG/ENG/296
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2007/SG/ENG/300
ODI/KEN/PWD/20
07/SG/ENG/301
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2007/SG/ENG/302
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2007/SG/ENG/303
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2007/SG/ENG/304
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2008/SG/ENG/289

50

915. Numbers and names of all projects undertaken in the last five
years, details of expenditure, FDR allotments, tender details etc.

15

916. Tender details with respect to construction of Jamboo-Morshanghi
road

25

917. Tender details with respect to construction of Jamboo-Morshanghi
road

25

918. How much money was sanctioned for the construction of a road In
the financial years 2005-2007

20

919. Details of funds allocated to the construction of Gogur-Chaukulal
Road

20

920. Details of funds allocated to the construction of Gogur-Chaukulal
Road

25

921. Information about construction of a road, work order details and
contractor's details

20

922. Supply of DT CN Book, HR Book, Cover File and F 2 Agreement for
2004-07

15

923. About FDR allotment and Tender procedure with respect to the
construction of a road

40

ODI/KEN/PWD/
2008/SG/ENG/290

40

ODI/KEN/PWD/
2008/SG/ENG/291

40

ODI/KEN/PWD/
2008/SG/ENG/292
ODI/KEN/PWD/
2008/SG/ENG/293
ODI/KEN/PWD-II/
2006/BT/ENG/449
ODI/KEN/REV/
2003/BT/ENG/377

30

924. Allotments received and details of expenditures (along with
agreement number) for the construction of road in Kendrapara
district
925. Allotments received and details of expenditures (along with
agreement number) for the construction of road in Kendrapara
district
926. Allotments received and details of expenditures (along with
agreement number) for the construction of road in Kendrapara
district
927. Status of construction of Cuttack changeable road

ODI/KEN/REV/
2006/BT/ENG/375
ODI/KEN/REV/
2006/BT/ENG/378
ODI/KEN/REV/
2006/BT/ENG/379
ODI/KEN/REV/
2006/BT/ENG/380

20

20

928. Details of expenditure on Jamboo-Marshashai Road, tender
names, agreement numbers and agency names

30

929. Booklet of A.D.B grant related to package number given in the
application.

20

930. To furnish information regarding the applicant and his brothers
property- Plot no., area, kisam, Khata no.s. etc. villagewise as per
R.O.R
931. Copy of a form issued with regard to a sales deed.

20

932. Copies of certain document whose reference numbers are givenpetition, report, general notice etc.

20

933. Copy of report of an individual (name given) in respect of
measurement of a plot.

20

934. Reasons for not sending the information sought by the applicant.
Calculate the rent or cess khatawise alongwith ROR details to
enable the applicant to pay rent.
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Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number
ODI/KEN/REV/
2007/BT/ENG/372
ODI/KEN/REV/
2007/BT/ENG/373
ODI/KEN/REV/
2007/BT/ENG/376
ODI/KEN/REV/
2007/BT/ENG/381
ODI/KEN/REV/
2007/BT/ENG/382
ODI/KEN/REV/
2008/BT/ENG/374
ODI/RD/HQ/2006/
BT/ENG/262
ODI/RD/HQ/2006/
BT/ENG/263
ODI/RD/HQ/2006/
BT/ENG/264

ODI/RD/HQ/2006/
BT/ENG/266
ODI/RD/HQ/2006/
BT/ENG/267

Length
words

Information Being Asked for

20

935. Copy of demarcation report, sketch map and tehasildar order

20

936. Information in case register of 1985regarding OLR case number.
Nothing else mentioned.

20

937. Copy of a letter regarding the enquiry report of the probed
candidate (name given)
938. Missing-Annexure where the information sought is mentioned.

240

20

939. Action taken details sought on the applicants' earlier application.
Reasons for delay in payment of ex-gratia amount and when will
this payment be made.
940. Copy of a report and tracement of market complex demarcation of
a specific area.

20

941. Action taken on stores verification report (reference given).

30

942. Details of qualification, scale of pay and nature of duty of a specific
person mentioned in the application.

210

943. Total number of staff appointed under rural development
department in Orissa, number of disabled persons appointed, no.
of posts allotted to different sub-group of disability, whether any
special recruitment drive was made for disabled, no. of posts lying
vacant as backlog being reserved for disabled in Group-A,B,C,D
posts/services under the rural development department. The
above information sought for the period for the period 1978 to
2006.
944. Reasons for not considering the applicant's case for promotion.

30
400

ODI/RD/HQ/2006/
BT/ENG/269
ODI/RD/HQ/2006/
BT/ENG/270

40

ODI/RD/HQ/2006/
BT/ENG/271

260

ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/251
ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/252

40

80

80

945. Regarding not considering the applicant's case for promotion.
Action taken on the letter submitted by the applicant in this regard
and the copies of correspondence made with the medical board in
this case.
946. Action taken in connection with representation of the applicant.
947. Terms and condition of agreement regarding Pipe water scheme in
a specific area, specification of materials used, officials who
supervised and certified the completion of work, steps taken to
repair the damages.
948. Attested copies of the Govt orders by which it is mandatory to take
certain departmental examination for promotion. Copies of rules
applicable for promotion of Ministerial staff of Circle Officer. List of
names of regular/irregular recruited junior clerks now holding post
of senior clerk.
949. Action taken on a specific letter of a MLA regarding payment to be
made to a person.
950. Copies of utilisation certificate for the period mentioned in the
letter, regarding the detailed work undertaken in Nayagrah and

63

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/253
ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/254

30

ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/273
ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/275
ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/276
ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/278

80

ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/279
ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/280

80

Information Being Asked for

Odagaon Block with specification of the amount spent and the
name of the contractor.
951. Action taken on a specific letter mentioned in the application.
952. Copies of rules and regulations (mentioning all benefits and
facilities) of the Junior engineers who were engaged as contractual
Junior engineers (civil) during July 2003.
953. Action taken on three letter numbers mentioned in the
application.

30

954. Certified copy of a file mentioned in the application. This is to
know the basis on which CM' particular order was passed.

20

955. Copy of Provisional pension papers of AG (O) Orissa retired on
31/07/2003

240

40
140

ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/281

50

ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/284

120

ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/285

70

ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/287

140

ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/288

80

ODI/RD/HQ/2007/
BT/ENG/289
ODI/RD/HQ/2008/
BT/ENG/255

20

ODI/RD/HQ/2008/
BT/ENG/257

40

45

956. Attested copies of finalisation of DPC with list of selected persons,
attested copy of note sheets of file and related records regarding
joining of persons promoted to the post of Head assistant and
copies of all correspondence made in this regard.
957. Original copy of transfer order file of assistant engineers, RWSS of
2007.
958. Attested copies of entire note sheet of file along with all the
correspondences made with different authorities with regard to
rejection of representation of a particular official.
959. Requested photocopy of information under section 4 of the RTI Act
and also the template of the handbook under RTI Act circulated by
DoPT.
960. Following information on Household Latrine constructed under
Total Sanitation Campaign in 2007- Specification, design, drawing
and cost, proposal to revision of rates, procedure for construction
of latrine for a BPL household, Govt contribution for APL
beneficiaries who construct latrines.
961. Following information about 'Improvement to Tiringi Jadunathpur
road'-Copy of pages containing signature of the contractor in the
measurement book of all the running account bills raised up to 3108-2007, copy of bill statement of all bills. Copy of cheques issue
register.
962. List of name, address and present place of posting of each
individual NMR/DLR Degree engineer (in a performa). Copies of
appointment orders, terms and conditions and job chart.
963. Whether the specific order mentioned in the application is
implemented or not. If not, then why is it so and when will it get
implemented.
964. Copy of the letter mentioned in the application. Reference number
given.
965. Action taken on a letter seeking information about absorption of
NMR personnel in the newly created circles and divisions under
specific wings of the PA.
966. Details of the copy of note sheet of a specific file along with the
copies of the inquiry report. Nothing else specified.

64

Code1
State / PA/Year/
Compiler's initials /
language/ running
number

Length
words

ODI/RD/HQ/2008/
BT/ENG/258

20

ODI/RD/HQ/2008/
BT/ENG/259

40

ODI/RD/HQ/2008/
BT/ENG/260
RAJ/DUN/REV/200
6/AT/ENG/15

20

RAJ/DUN/REV/200
6/AT/ENG/16
RAJ/DUN/REV/200
6/AT/HIN/18

126

75
144

RAJ/DUN/REV/200
6/AT/HIN/19
RAJ/DUN/REV/200
7/AT/HIN/17

156

RAJ/DUN/REV/200
7/AT/HIN/20

198

RAJ/DUN/REV/200
7/AT/HIN/21
RAJ/DUN/REV/200
7/AT/HIN/22

70

204

42

Information Being Asked for

967. The application seeks information regarding water supply to two
specific areas mentioned in the application. (Missing-Annexure
where the details of information sought are mentioned.)
968. Copies of all agreements and correspondences regarding Arupa
Mission Research Foundation building centre. Nothing else
specified.
969. Action taken on the grievance petition regarding unauthorised
construction of rural water supply project on the land of applicant.
970. Detailed information about demolition order of double storeyed
residential house and commercial construction of the client of the
applicant stating the law, Act under which the order was passed.
971. Certified copies of the DAILY CAUSE List of cases listed for hearing
under Raj. Land Revenue Act. (1-8-2006 to 30-9-2006)
972. 1. Total land allotted to farmers and the share given to SC and ST
from this total land (2002 to 2006 ) 2. total residential plots used
and the share of SC / ST (2000-2006)
973. Daily cause list of proceedings from 1-1-2005 to 7-10-2006
974. Documents stating amount refinanced by SDBI / IDBI in applicants
account , copy of order of changing rate of interest and penal
interest for the applicants account
975. Details of deduction of yearly state insurance for the applicant and
monthly and yearly records incase deduction not made in the state
insurance account thus stating the reason for the same.
976. Copy of site inspection done by the collector of the village on the
applicant's land
977. Plans, allocation of fund and expenditure regarding the various
development work by gram panchayat in 2005- 2006 and 2006 2007.

65

